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ABSTRACT 

Formative time lags have been measured in neon using 

variable gap nickel electrodes for a reduced pressure range from 

18 to 59 torr. The results cover an Nip 0 range from 15 to 32 

volt -1 -le I -16 cm torr that is an E N range from 4.3 to 9.0 x 10 

volt 2 cm .) Theoretical formative time lags have been calculated 

using Davidson's current growth theory for various assumed values 

of the secondary ionization'coefficients. Comparison between 

theoretical and experimental formative time lags showed that the 

predominant secondary ionization processes leading to electrical 

breakdown were the emission of electrons from the cathode induced 

by positive ions (coefficient i ) and by radiation from the 

destruction of atomic neonmetastable states at two body 

collisions with gas atoms (coefficient O~a). The coefficient 

~included ionization from undelayed photons reaching the cathode 

(coefficient <:SI a.) • Diatomic metastable molecules were not 

thought to contribute significantly to secondary ionization for 

the range covered by this work. Approximate values of the 

coefficients ~ and &~a were calculated as functions of BglPo 

and p .. 
o For low E/Po and high Po the S~a process provides 

most of the secondary ionization, the~process becoming more 

important at high E/po and low po. 
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BASIC PROCESSES IN A LOW PRESSURE TO~~S~~ DISCP~RGE 

1.1. INTRODUCTION 

The application of a D.C. voltage to parallel plate 

electrodes in a gas at low pressure may result in the passage of 

a current through the gas. Such a current may be initiated by 

the emission of electrons from the electrode at the negative 

potential or by externally induced ionization of gas molecules. 

The emission of electrons from the cathode is commonly induced by 

raising the cathode temperature or illuminating the cathode surface 

with ultra~violet radiation. This externally induced current is 

denoted by I • 
o If the electric field applied between the two 

electrodes is sufficiently low the total current I flowing in gap 

(or the cUrl~ent of electrons arriving at the anode) is related to 

the ourrent Io by the equation: 

= 
ad e 

l-~I 0.( e a.d. -1) 
(1) 

where d is the separation of the electrodes in centimetres. a. is 

the average number of ionizing collisions made by an electron 

travelling 1 cm in the direction of the field, and is called the 

primary ionization coefficient. Thus, if only this primary 

process operates, one electron leaving the cathode results in 



ead electrons arriving at the anode. However, secondary 

ionization processes are normally present in the discharge. 

These processes which involve ions, photons, and excited molecules 

formed in the discharge, are all included in the generalized 

secondary ionization coefficient aJ1a which is the average number 

of electrons contributed to the discharge by secondary processes 

per primary ionizing collision in the gas. As the field is 

increased these secondary processes increase a'nd contribute 

significantly to the discharge current, which remains, however, 

proportional to the externally induced electron current I. For o 

a particular vaJu:e of the electric field the generalized secondary 

coefficient ~ a reaches such a value that the denominat,or. of 

equation (1) falls to zero and the total current I therefore becomes 

independent of I and is only limited by the external circuit. 
o . 

This was first used as the criterion for electrical breakdown of 

the gap by Tmmend (Towns end 1910). The criterion only applies 

where the breakdown involves many electron avalanches crossing the 

gap. Le. at low gas pressures where the space ch8rge of the charge 

carriers in the gas is not sufficient to distort the field. In a 

few simple cases the secondary ionization processes, which lead to 

breakdown of the gap, can be evaluated from study of the growth of 

current with time. The Townsend breakdown of a uniform field gap 

in low pressure hydrogen is known to be the result of secondary 

electron emission from the cathode by positive ions and photons 

formed in the gas. The Townsend breakdown of the rare gases has 

been studied for a number of years but the mechanisms are still 

not completely clear. The current growth as a function of time is 



much slower than for hydrogen. This has been attributed to the 

presence of low energy metastable states in the rare gas. 

'There are two main approaches to this problem. One is 

to observe the current resulting from a short pulse of electrons 

leaving the cathode under a steady electric field. The secondary 

electrons which result from the arrival of ions and undelayed photons 

at the cathode can be separated temporally from those caused by the 

arrival of diffused metastable atoms and photons which have been 

delayed. The second approach, which is used in the present work, 

is to apply to the gap a step voltage, slightly greater than the 

breakdown voltage, with constant ultra-violet illumination of the 

cathode, and observe the resulting growth of current with time. 

In cases where metastable atoms or molecules are involved this 

approach requires a knowledge of the lifetime and diffusion rates 

of these particles. This information is provided by measurements 

of the density of metastable particles, by an optical absorption 

method, as a function of time following the passage of a short burst 

of electrons through the gap. 

In this first chapter some of the basic concepts of the 

Townsend breakdown theory for low pressure gases under uniform 

electric field will be introduced. The theoretical and experimental 

work which directly concerns the problem of secondary ionization 

mechanisms in neon will be discussed in chapters II and Ill. 



1.2. COLLISION PHENOMENA IN GASES 

The build-up of a cu~rent in a gas is the result of a 

large number of interactions initiated. by the electric field. 

The interaotions, or collisions may involve electrons, ions, 

neutral and excited gas molecules, photons, the electrodes and the 

surrounding walls, and may be elastiC, involving no change in the 

internal energy of the particles involved, or inelastic, .involving 

excitation or ionization. Diffraotion effects may occur if the ,. 

kinetic energy of the incident particle is such that the wavelength 

is of the same order of magnitude as the diameter of the impacting 

particle. For example, diffraction effects occur for low energy 

electrons (below 1 electron volt) in the heavier noble gases, Ar, 

Kr, Xe. . In helium and neon however electron diffraction is not 

. significant. 

1.3. EXCITATION BY ELECTRON IMPACT 

Electron impact with a neutral gas molecule can cause 

excitation of the gas molecule, called a collision of the first 

kind. For this to occur two conditions must be satisfied. 

(1) The kinetic energy of the electron must exceed the 

critical excitation energy of the gas molecule. 

(2) The linear and angular momentum must be conserved. 

It follows that the probability for excitation is 

negligible at the threshold. 

The gas molecule may be exci~ed to a normal excited 

state with a typical lifetime of 10-8 seconds, or to a metastable 
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state where the lifetime may be 10-3 ,seconds or greater. 

Fig. 1 shows the energy level diagram of the first two excited 

configurations of the neon atom. The ground state of neon is 

226 denoted by Is 2s 2p , where 1,2 denote the principal quantum 

number of each electron orbit, s JP correspond to the eleotron 

angular momentum values of l= 0 and 2.= 1. The superscript 

denotes the number of electrons in each orbit. The ground state 
, .. 1 

'may be more conveniently expressed as S where S denotes a value o 

of 0 for L, the orbital angular momentum quantum number of the atom. 

The subscript gives the value of the total angular momentum quantum 

nU!Ilber ~ ~btained by coupling ,the orbital angular momentum 

quantum number L and the spin angular momentum quantum number S. 

The superscript denotes the multiplicity or the number of possible 

levels with the same L value. 

The first excited configuration of neon consists of 

those energy levels where one electron is raised from the 2p to 

the 3s orbit, i.e. the configuration is Is22s22p53s. This 

configuration consists of the triplet levels, ~P2' 3Pl and 3Po ' 

and the singlet level ~1' Transitions between the lso state and 

the 3p and 3p states are prohibited,by the selection rule that 
2 0 

b.J = -: 1 or 0 with the transition 0 .. 0 forbidden. The 3P2 and 3Po 

states are therefore metastable and play an important part in the 

secondary ionization mechanisms which lead to the Townsend break

down. Transitions between the 3S1 state and higher energy D s'tates 
3 ' 1 

and between the SI state, the D states and the So ground level, are 

prohibited by a second selection rule that b.L = ! 1. 

5. 



FtG.2 THE PROBABILITY OF IONIZATION AT A 
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1.4. IO:NIZATION BY ELEC'rRON HrrACT 

Ionization of gas atoms or molecules by electron impact 

can occur if the electron kinetic energy exceeds the ionization 

of the atom or molecule. The probability of ionization for neon 

as a fUnction of electron energy is shown in Fig. 2. (Compton and 

VanVoorhis 1926). The probability is negligible at the threshold 

but increases apprOximately linearly with electron energy above that, 

reaching a maximum at about 350 eVe Above this energy the 

probabili ty slowly decreases.', For a given electron energy the 

number of ions produced per second is proportional to the primary 

electron current. 

The probability of ionization for electrons of a given 

energy cannot be directly related to gas discharge conditions unless 

the electron energy distribution is known. Under Townsend discharge 

conditions, the primary ionization coefficient is the average number 

of ion pairs produced in the gas by one electron moving 1 cm. in 

the direction of the field. This coefficient is denoted by ~. 

For sufficiently low value of uniform electric field 

ionization of gas molecules by electron impact is the only sig-

nificant ionization process and resu+ts in multiplication of any 

initial electron current emitted from the cathode. In this case 

the total electron current I at the anode distance d cm. fro~ the 

cathode is given by I = I e~(d-do) (Llewelyn Jones 1957, p. 3). 
o 

Io is the initial electron current at the cathode. d is the o 

average distance an electron must travel from the cathode in order 

to acquire sufficient energy from the field to be capable of ionizing 

a gas molecule. In practice do is usually small compared with d. 



The measured current for a given uniform electric field between two 

electrodes (i.e. voltage per unit gap distance) should increase 

exponentially with gap distance. In practice, for sufficiently 

large gap distances, the current increases with d at a faster rate 

than this due to the operation of other, secondary, ionization 

processes. Some of these processes will now be considered. 

1.5. IOI'i'IZATIO;J OF GAS MOLECULES· BY POSITIVE ION IMPACT 

The secondary ionization in the Townsend discharge, which 

can lead to breakdown of the gap, was originally thought to be the 

result of ionization of gas molecules when in collision vuth positive 

ions formed in the primary ioniz~tion process. Later work has 

shown this process to be of little importance. 

According to the classical treatment for ion-atom or 

atom-atom colliSions, only about half the energy of the incident 

particle can be transferred. Thus an ion or neutral atom must 

have at least twice the ionization energy to be capable of ionizing 

an atom. Experimental work by ttterback and Miller (ttterback 1961) 

has shown that the threshold of ionization for neutral nitrogen 

molecules occurs at about this value. Calculations by Little 

(Little 1956, p. 625) have shown that the probability of ionization 

for neon atoms by neutral neon atoms or neon ions is negligible in 

the Townsend discharge region, so that this process need not be 

considered in the present work. 

1.6. COLLISIONS BETWEEN E1ECTRORS Mm EXCITE;) ATOMS OR MOLECULES 

Electrons with energy less than the ionization energy 

( . 



can ionize an already excited atom or molecule. This two-stage, 

ionization process depends· on the square of the electron current 

and on the lifetime of the e~cited states. Although metastab1e 

excited states'are present in the neon Townsend discharge, the 

electron current is not sufficient to make this ionization process 

appreoiab1e. 

1.7. DESTRUCTION OF METASTABLE STATES 

The neon atom can be easily excited to low energy 

metastab1e states. The dissipation of the metastab1e excitation 

energy on destruction of a metastab1e level can affect the 
. 

excitation and ionization of the gas discharge.in several ways. 

The metastab1e atom may be destroyed at a oollision with 

a neutral gas atom or molecule, causing ionization, excitation or 

dissociation of that atom or molecule. For example, if the 

metastable excitation energy Emet exceeds the ionization energy Ei 

of an atom of a different species, the metastab1e state can be 

destroyed at a collision causing ionization of the second atom. 

ThelFenning effect (penning 1929 (1,2); Pike 1936)' was first 

observed in neon-argon mixtures where argon atoms were ionized 

(Ei = 15.7 electron volts) by collision with metastable neon atoms 

(E t = 16.53 electron volts). Quantum mechanical considerations me 

show that the cross section for this process is large because of 

the particul.p.r energy difference between the two states. Slight 

oontamination o£ neon with argon oan therefore serious1v affect 

8. 



the ionization processes operating in a dischar0e. For example, 

Penning showed that argon impurity oflO parts per million of neon 

could reduc'e the spar~ing potential of the gap by 50% and increase 

~ (the primary ionization coefficient per unit pressure) by as much p , 

as several orders of magnitude. Therefore the purity of neon used 

for experimental measurements is ve~ important. 

A metastable particle may revert to the ground state on 

collision 'with one of the electrodes or-the wall of the chamber to 

liberate an electron. The electron emission is by an Auger potential 

energy process discussed in a later section. Ifllieprob~ilityof 

met~stable atoms reaching the cathode is large this process may 

contribute appreciably to secondary ionization. 

An atom in a metastable state may be excited to a higher 

enorgy non-metastable state on collision with a neutral gas atom. 

Tne higher state can then revert to the ground level with emission 

of a photon. This process can occur for neon, since the energy 

gaps between the excitation states are comparable with the thermal 

energy of a neutral gas atom. Fo~ helium the energy gaps are 

lar3er and metastable states are unlikely to be destroyed by this 

process. 

Metastable states may be destroyed at two or three body 

collisions involving one or two neutral gas atoms producing a collision 

induced photon. This photon may result in electron emission from the 

cathode. (Such photons are sometimes referred to as 'non-resonance 

photons' to distinguish them from 'resonance photons'. Resonance 

photons travel through the gas by exciting gas atoms to non-metastable 



resonance levels which quickly decay, re-emitting photons of the 

same energy. As a result the photons travel through the gas by a 

process similar in some respects to diffusion. After each €.~sorption 

the photon is emitted in a random direction.) The production of. 

collision induced photons by metastable atoms is proportional to 

the pressure in the two body case, and the square of the pressure 

in the three body case. 

From these considerations it is apparent that the life-

time of a metastable state is dependent on gas purity, geometrical 

factors, temperature and pressure. Experimental measurements of the 

lifetime can. provide information about the relative importanoe of 

the different destruction processes. These measurements will be 

considered in ohapter Ill. 

1.8. EXCITATION OF ~AS MOLBCULES BY PHOTONS 

An atom or molecule of a gas can be excited by a photon 

which has energy h\? exactly equal to the excitation energy. In 

this respect photGexcitation differs from excitation by electron 

impact where the probability of excitation is zero at the threshold. 

However if the photon energy.is not exactly equal to the excitation 

energy, the probabilit~ 1s small (the excess energy being radiated 

at longer wavelength). 

One consequence of the high probability of excitation when 

the photon energy is exactly equal to the excitation energy E 
ex , 

is that a photon which has been emitted by the decay of· an excited 

. state (after about 10-8 seconds) has a high probability of being 

absorbed by an adjacent molecule. Suoh a photon is said to be 

.l.V. 



'trapped' and moves through the gas being repeatedly absorbed and 

re-emitted. The photon is e~itted in a random ~rection after 

each absorption so that scattering results. The delayed passage 

of the photon through the gas is by a diffUsion type process.and· 

results in long transit times. This·trapped or resonance radiation" 

might explain the relatively slow (millisecond) build-up'of 

secondary ionization which is sometimes observed in a gas if the 

photon can cause electron emission when it finally reaches the 

cathode. The resonance process is most important for excitation 

levels near the ground state. It can work.for higher excitation 

levels, but there is then a considerable volume destruction of 

photons. (Holstein 1947, Biberman 1947). 

1.9. IONIZATION OF GAS MOLECUIJES .BY PHOTONS 

Ionization of gas moleculroin the ground state by a photon 

of energy h can occur if h~ is greater than or equal to the 

ionization energy E .• 
1. 

The cross section for phot~onization in 

many cases reaches a maximum close to the threshold in contrast to 

ionization by electron bombardment where the cross section is zero . . 

at the threshold. Photo-ionization cross sections are generally 

about 1000 times smaller than cross sections for ionization by 

electron impact. Therefore the contribution to ionization by this 

process is usually insignificant. 

11. 



12. 

1.10,( SURFACE PHENOMENA C01\ITRIBUTING TO Imn:ZATION IN A GAS 

The int~raction of photons, electrons, ions, and excited 

a toms or mo1e,cu1es with the solid or liquid surfaces in contact 

with a gas can cause electrons to be released into the gas. 

Ele~trons can also be released by field emission where high 

electric fields are applied or where the field is enhanced by 

surface irregularities. 

An electron in a metal must be supplied with at least a 

well defined minimum energy, (known as the work function and denoted 

by ~,) in order to escape. An electron which lies below the Fermi 

level of the metal will require greater energy than this. 

1.11. PHOTO-ELECTRIC EMISSION FROM METALS 

Emission of an electron from the metal by an incident 
. energy 

photo~ is possible if the photonAhYis equal to or greater than the 

work function ~ of the metal. The ejected electron will have energy 

h~ -~ if it comes from the Fermi level of the metal. For example, 

to release an electron from a gold surface with a work function of 

4.7 electron volts the photon must have. a wavelength less than 

2630R which means that it must be in the ultra-violet region. 

The electrons will have various energies even if all the photons 

have the same wavelength because the electrons are ejected from 

different depths in the conduction band. For photons of a given 

energy the electron emission current' is proportional to the 

intensity of the radiation. 



The photO€leotrio yield (eleotrons emitted per incident " 
i ' ~. ' 

photon) depends on the nature and state of the surfaoe as measured 

by the work function. The work function oan be affected by absorbed 

gas layers on the surface and by insulating surfaoe layers,such as an 

oxide. The photo-eleotrio yield also depends on the angle of 

incidenoe and polarization of the inoident radiation. 

For all metals except the alkali metals and those with 

surface layers, the wavelength required to produce electron emission 

is in the ultra-violet region. Irradiation of a oathode with ultra-

violet radiation is a oommon method of producing an initial Qurrent 

of electrons in a gas. 

,1.12. SECONDARY EMISSION OF ELECTRONS BY ELECTRON IMPACT 

An eleotron striking a solid surfaoe may be refleoted or it 

may cause secondary electrons to be emitted from the colid. These 

secondary eleotrons are often accompanied by the emission of 80ft 

X-rays. The primary electron energ'y must exceed the work function 

(in electron VOlts) of the solid. No oompletely satisfaotory theory 

exists for secondary emission by electrons. Under Townsend discharge 

conditions, eleotrons arriving at the anode of a uniform field gap 

may cause secondary eleotrons to be emitted. However, these will 

have a negligible oontribution to the ionization of the gap beoause 

they are' prevented by the' field from travelling far from the anode 

and they are mostly of low energy (a few eleotron volts only). 
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1.13. EMISSION OF ELECTRONS FROM MEI'ALS BY POSITIVE IONS 

The secondary emission coefficient ~i for ions incident 

on a surface is defined as the number of secondary electrons emitted 

from the surface per incident ion of a specified energy. For 

positive ions of low energy it is found. that Yi is almost independent 

of ion kinetic energy and depends only on the potential energy. 

Little (1956, p. 651) describes two alternative Auger processes in 

which two electrons are involved at the same time. The two stage 

process ie illustrated in Fig. 3 (a and b) for the case of emission 

of an electron from nickel by a neon ion. The first stage is the 

resonance capture of an electron from the Fermi level of the metal 

by the ion, the electron going to an excited level which may be 

metastable (Fig. 3a)~ 
\..-. 

This is possible if W> (Ei - E ) > ~ where ex 

14. 

W is the maximum depth of the Fe;rmi level in electron volts. 

P is the minimum aepth or work fUnction of the nickel. 

Ei is the ionization energy of the neon in electron volts. 

E is the excitation energy of the neon in eleotron volts. ex . 

The second stage shown in Fig (3b) involves the ejection of this 

electron by the neon and at the same time the transfer of another 

electron from the Fermi level of the metal to the ground state of 

the neon. This is called Auger de-excitation. (For some excitation 

states the excited eleotron may decay to the ground state at the 

same time as an electron is emitted directly from the metal.) The 

energy of the electron released~ Ee' lies in the range' 

Eex ,;.. p). Ee ~ Eex - W 

The alternative single stage prooess desoribed by Little 
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(lllustrated in Fig. 30) involves the simultaneous emission of two 

electron~ from the metal, one being released and the other going to 

,the ground· state of the gas ion. In this case the energy of the 

released electron lies in the range 

E. - 2f;, E ?>- Ei - 2W. 
J. e 

In either case, the process is dependent on the work function. and the 

maximum depth of the Fermi level of the metal, and also on the ionization 

energy of the ion. The tw6 stage process also requires the existence 

of a suitable .excitation level in the gas. Neither process depends 

on the kinetio energy of the ion. Recent experimental measurements of 

the eleotron'emission from metals by rare gas ions of low kinetio energy 

have confirmed the operation of a potential emission prooess. 

(Hagstrum, 1954, Rakimov and Dzhurakulov 1964, MagnuBon and Carlston 

.1963). 

Under gas discharge conditions the situation may be complioated 

by the existenoe of s'everal different species of ions. Single and 

dohble oharged atomic and molecular ions will have different potential 

energies of ionization and therefore. they will have different seoondary 

emission ooeffioients. The proportion of each 'ion species will depend 

on the voltage and pressure conditions in the gap. 

1.14. SECONDARY ELECTRON EMISSION BY EXCITED AND METASTABLE ATOMS 
AND MOLECULES 

As previously mentioned, a metastable particle may liberate 

an electron at a collision with a solid boundary. If the excitation 

energy of the metastable particle is M eleotron volts, and the solid 

surfaoe has a work function of P eleotron volts, the ejeoted electron 



energy E will be given by 
e 

E ~ Id - p. e ' 

For the low energy metastab1e atomic states of helium and neon M 

has values of about 19.8 and 16.5 electron volts respectively. 

These metastable atoms would clearly be capable of releasing 

electrons from a nickel surface with work function between 3.96 and 

5.~ electron volts (WeiBsler 1956, p. 347). The electrons are 

16. 

emitted from the metal by the secondary stage of the two stage Auger 

process described in the previous section (MacLennon 1966). In the 

present work a metastable neon atom arriving at the nickel cathode 

could caus'e the release of a secondary electron. 

Since metastable atoms are uncharged, only about 20% of 

those formed in the gas will diffuse to the cathode and be capable 

of returning electrons into the discharge. However the yield or 

averae;e number of electrons produced per incident metastable a tom 

can be quite high, 
-2 ' 

e.g. 10 for Hg metastable atoms on Hg 

0.24 for 238 He metastab1es on Pt 

0.5 for 218 He metastables on Pt 

0.4 for A metastables on Cs 
(Weiss1er 1956, p. 84). 

1.15. SUMMARY OF SECONDARY IONIZATION PROCESSES 

The processes mentioned in this chapter which contribute 

to secondary ionization in a gas discharge can each be represented 

by an ionization coefficient which is the number of electrons 

contributed by that process per primary ionizing oollision in the gas. 



If several secondary processes are operating at the same time it oan 

be shown that, to a good approximation, the secondary ooefficients are 

additive and the total secondary ionization can be expressed by a 

generalized seoondary ionization coefficient~/~ whioh is the sum of 
I 

the individual coefficients. (Llewel!3n Jones, 1957, p. 54). The 
t 

spatial growth of ourrent in the steady state can then be expressed 

by the equation 

I eail. r:: ail. 
o l-'1a.(e -1) 

(1) 

where I is the current measured at the anode, Ia is the initial 

externally induced electron current at the cathode, d is the gap distanoe 
. . 

and a is the primary ionization coefficient. All the ionization 

coefficients, both primary and secondary~ are functions of the eleotric 

field per unit pressure, ~p. Some of the secondary ionization 

ooefficients may also be 'functions of pressure and gap distanoe. 

1.16. THE SPARKING CRITERION AND THE PHYSICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF 
BREAKDOWN 

If there is some secondary ionization in a gas discharge 

a graph plotted of 10g.(~,Io) against the gap distanoe d for a given 

. value of F/p will show some upcurving for large d values. If d is 

made sufficiently large the slope of this graph becomes infinite and 

the current I ,flowing through the gap' is limited only by the external 

circuit. The physioa1 Significanoe of this phenomenon is that the 

ourrent I in the gap ,is no longer a function of I the externally 
, 0 

" 

induced photoourrent at the oathode. In other words the current has 
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become self-maintained and will continue to flow even if the current 

Io is reduced to zero. From equation (1) it will be seen that when 

this state is reached 

(2) 

\ 

This expression is known as Towtllehd's criterion for breakdown, and can 
, 

be used to determine the generalized secondary coefficient~/~ where 

~ is known. 

1.17. DISTINGUISHIN~ THE SECONDARY IONIZATION PROCESSES IN A GAS 

DISCHARGE 

Consideration of the spatial growth .of ourrent for a gap 

which has reached equilibrium without breaking down does not provide 

a means of distinguishing whioh of the several possible secondary 

• ionization prooesses are operating in the discharge. Measurement of 

the breakdown potential (V ) and the generalized secondary ionization s . 

ooeffioient, "'/ ~ , may provid.e some indirect information. For 

example the existence of a sharp peak in the curve of W;'a. against 

~p at low ~p values (1~8s than 10 volts cm-l torr-l ) can sometimes 

be attributed to photo-emission from the cathode. In some simple 

cases it is possible to relate the temporal growth of current as.the 

discharge reaohes the breakdown condition, to the life-times and transit 

times across the gap of the aotive particles •. In this way it may 

be possible to estimate the importance of some of the seoondary 

ionization prooesses. This approaoh has however three serious 

weaknesses. The theory required is oomplioated and neoessarily 

involves a numbe·r of simplifYing assumptions. all of whioh may not 
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be justified. The current growth is not always a sensitive function 

of the.secondary ionization coefficients •. If this is the case the 

information obtained about the secondary coefficients will be 

correspondingly inaccurate. The theory requires values of diftusion 

coefficients, drift velocities of ions and electrons, metastable 

:i~eti~es ar.~ pri=~IJ~ ior~:~tion coefficient under the cor.!itions of 

the experiment. The data may not always be available under conditions 

which are strictly comparable. The calculated current growth is a 

particularly sensitive function of the prima~y ionization coefficient a. 

The various theories for the temporal growth of current at 

the beginning of a gas discharge wil+ be considered in detail in 

Chapter II and Ill. One of the simplest methods of observing the 

temporal growth is to measure the 'time lag'. This time lag is the 

total time required for the formation o·f a self maintaim1discharge 

measured from the application of the voltage to the gap. The first 
: 

part of the time lag·is the time which elapses before primary current 

of electrons beBins to flow from the cathode. This is called the 

'statistical time lag' since it involves statistical events. The 

second part of the time lag is the time required for the primary 

current to lead to a self maintained discharge. This is called the 

'forma ti ve time lag'. In practice the statistical time lag can be 

made ve~J short by ensuring that the appearance of electrons in the 

eap is highly probable. This can be done, for example by irradiating 

the cathode with ultra-violet light. The measured total time lag 

is then equal to the formative time lag. The formative time lag can 

be predicted theoretically in certain simple cases by assuming values 



for the secondary ionization coefficients which are thought to be 

operative. Comparison of these calculated time lags with the 

experimentally measured values for a number of values of the applied 

field can provide approximate values for the secondary coeffi9ients 

provided agreement between theory and experiment can be found. 

This procedure, considered in detail in ohapter 3, has been used in 

the present study of the secondary ionization processes involved in 

the onset of breakdown in low pressure neon under unitorm field 

conditions. J . 
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CHAPl'ER 11 

A REVIEW OF PREVI OUS WORK 

2 .. 1. INTRODUCTION ---"---
This chapter contains a review of experimental and 

theoretical work relevant to the problem of evaluating the 

secondary mechanisms of the Townsend breakdown of neon.' The 

neon atom has two low energy metastable levels, excitation to either 

of which requires less energy than ionization. Atoms in a meta-

stable state will be present in a gas discharge initiated. by 

emission of electrons from the cathod.e and have an important effect 

on the secondary ionization proc~sses which lead to breakdown. The 

, secondary electron current' which results from pro,cesses involving 

metaatable atoms can be observed by initiating a short burst of 

primary photo.e,lectrons from the catho,de,_ ~he ,metastable processes 

are much slower than the positive ion and undelnyed photon proces&es, 

and can therefore be separated. temporally_ 

The temporal growth of current resulting from the application 

of a step voltage to a gap constantly illuminated with ultra-violet 

light involve~ a more complicated theo~ but can still be related to 

the secondary ioni;ation processes. In addition, optical absorption 

methods.applied. to recently excited gaps can be used to provide 

information about the lifetimes and decay processes of metastable 

atoms. The work will be described in order of historical develop

ment, the formative time lag theory of Davidson and its application 

to the rare gases helium and neon being considered separately in 

Chapter Ill. 



The energy levels of the first two excited configurations 

of neon are shown in Fig. 1 in Cha.pter I (Dixon and Grant 1957). 

The first con;iguration consists of the ?Pl singlet level of energy 

16.7 electron volts, and the triplet levels·. 3po' 3P1 , and 3p; on the 

energies 16.6'2, 16~58 and 16.53 eV. The 3p 0 and 3P2 leve1~ are ~et~stablE) 

because selection rules prohibit transition ·to the ground state. 

2.2. THE LIFE'rIME OF NEON 100ASTABLE STATES 

F.A. Grant used absorption of mobochromatic light of a 

suitable waveleneth by excited neon gas to measure the lifetimes of 

the neon excited levels. (Grant 1950) He used neon purified by a 

potassium pool discharge to remove mercury vapour, the electrodes 

of the system were rigorously outgassed and the system used for the 

purified gas contained no stopcocks. Despite these precautions, 

a trace of argon remained in the gas. Grant found that the lifetime 

of the 3P2 metastable state depended on the size of the absorption, 

tube. The 3P2 lifetime'; was related to the neon pressure P by ;he 

equation: 

~ = ~ + CP (3) 

• 
where Band C .are constants for a given tube. Earlier theoretical 

treatment by Meissner and Graffunder (1927), Anderson (1930) and 

Zemansky (1929) gave the constant B as 

23.2 71:
2 

~ + 
D L 

Where D and L are the diameter and length of the discharge tube. 
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Grant's results however showed widespread dicaereement with this 

lifetime at high pres:mres, althouGh it was thought that argon 

impurity could have been partly responsible for this term. The lines 

used for absorption were 6402, 5945, 6143, 6334 and 5882 A. All these 

wavelengths excite atoms in the 3P2 state to higher levels in the 

second configuration which may decay to the ground state via the 

or ~l non-metastab1e levels. The density and lifetime of the 

metastable atoms can thus be calculated from the absorption of 

radiation of these wavelengths. Grant also observed long lifetimes 

'for the ~l ~nd )P1 radiating levels. This was thought to be due to 

a resonance radiation process where photons from the decay of these 

states are quickly re-absorbed by groun~ state atoms. 

An important contribution to the study of rare gases has been 

made by Phelps and ~'olnar usinG pulsed light beam techniques. In a 

theoretical paper published in 1951, Molnar 'oalculated the form of the 

slow current build up for a Townsend discharge in a rare gas stimUlated 
, . 

by a pulsed light beam. The form of the calculation is based on a 

previous paper by Engstrom& H..lxford (1940). The metastable components 

, of this current can be separated from the much faster effects resulting 

from the action of photons and ions • He considered two mechanismsl 

. (1) emission ·of electrons from the cathode by metastable atoms, 

and (2) conversion of metastable atoms into radiating atoms with the 

consequent emission of a photon and photoelectrio ejection of electrons 

at the cathode. Two further processes: 

(3) collision of two metastable atoms to produce one atom in the 

ground state and one ion, and (4) collision of a metastable atom 



wi th an electron to produce ar. ion an,::' t.,.;o electrons, were not 

included in the analysis because the:? are only of importa:lCe at high 

metastable density or high electron c:urrent density. The arw.lysis 

based on (1) ana (2) enabled the fundamental time constant '1:1 of 

the metastable decay to be calculated. It is this decay of metastable 

particles which gives rise to the slow comp~nent, of the current 

following a pulse of light. This slow component could be described 

by a single exponential plus a second term of higher time constant 

but much smaller amplitude.' Experimentally, values for the time 

constant!;l could be obtained from the form of the current growth. 

Comparison, with the calculated values ov.er a ran~e of gap distance, 

and pressure made it possible to calculate 'the diffusi9n,constant and 
r 

the volume destruction probability of the metastable atoms. 

In a paper published concurrently (lolnar 1951 (2)). l olnar . 

applied this method to experimental res~lts for argon and neon. The 

experimental method was similar Jeo that used in earlier work by 

Engstrom and Huxford. (19I..O). The results. for argon cover an Elp range 

from 50 to 200 volts -1 -1 cm torr • The gas was purified by Batalum 

getters and. liquid nitrogen traps. The operation of a cataphoresis 

discharge had little beneficial. effect. The funda:nental time constant 

1:
1

, was 

A graph 

calculated from the current growth of the slow component. 
2 

of l against ']I. / x2 , ,where x was the anode-cathode gap I 
~l . 

enabled the metastable diffusion coefficient D and G, the probability 
ID 

of volume destruction of the metastable states per second, to be 

obtained from the equation 

~l =(~}j + G 
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The arGon results showed that D varied inversely with pressure as m 

expected. For a given pressure, results obtained using different 

electrodw,fell on the same straight line giving values for D and. G ' , m 

which were independent of electrode material. Fig. (4) shows some 

of these results for argon. The diffusion coefficient for argon 

metastable atoms was found to be 45 ~ 4 cm2 sec-l for a pressure of 

o 1 torr at 25 c. The diffusion coefficient for the neon metastable 

+ 2 -1 ' . 
states was 120 - 10 cm . sec at the same pressure and temperature. 

The probability of volume d.estruction, G, was found to,be'SO sec-l at 

1 torr for argon metastable atoms corresponding to an argon metastable 

lifetime 01:2 x J05 impacts with nonnal a t'o~s. The probability of 

volume 6eJtruction for neon metastable atoms at 20 torr and a gap of 

.5 cm was 870 sec-le 

By introducing suitable radiation, the metastable atoms can 

be excited into higher radiating levels which may decay (1) back to 

metastable levels, or (2) to other lower radiating states. If (1) 

occurs there is no net change in the metastable density. If (2) 

occurs it results in radiation of a photon whose energy is very 

nearly the same as that of the metastable level because of the 

closeness of the 3p54s levels in argon. KQlnar used this method 

. to compare the efficiencies of metastable atoms and photons of about 

the same energy for emission of electrons from the cathode •. He 

found that the metastable atoms were considerably more ~fficient. 

This approach used by Molnar has the advantage of physical, 

if not mathematical simplicity. It does however ignore many possible 

mechan~sms for loss and decay of metastable states. For example, 

measurements and calculations by Biondi (1952) in the afterglow of 



helium and neon mixtures following a pulsed discharge suggested 

that the Schade and BUttner reaction (Schade 1937, 1938; BUttner 

1939) produced significant ionization. In this reaction two 

26. 

metastable atoms interact to form one ion and one ground state atom, 
•• + 

e.g. Ne + Ne --"9) Ne + Ne +·e 

This is possible because 2E t > E. , where E' is the ionization me 1 1 

energy and E t the excitation energy of the metastable atom. me 

However, this process was not observed by later workers (e.g. Phelps 

and Molnar 1958. Dixon and Grant 1957, Phelps 1959). Molnar's theory 

is extended in a later .pap~r (Phelps and Molnar,1953). The 

processes considered in this paper .by which nietastable gas atoms can 

be lost are as follows: 

(1) Diffusion to the walls and de-excitation. 

(2) ~vo body collisions with neutral atoms resulting in (a) excitation 

to a nearby higher radiating state, (b) de-excitation to a lower 

state (this of course only applies t~ the higher metastable states 

which have greater energy than a radiating state), (c) formation of 

unstable diatomic molecules which may radiate before dissociation occurs 

(collision induced radiation). 

(3) Three body collisions with two neutral atoms resulting in the 

fonnation of a stable excited molecule. 

(4) Collisions between pairs, of metastable a ~oms resul tine, in the 

ionization of one of them and de-excitation of the other. Process 

2(a) is possible for noon m·,d argon because the energy gap between 

the lowest metastable state 3P2 and the higher 3Pl radiating state 

1 
is less thanlOeV and this is comparable with the thermal ene~gy 
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of the neutral atom. The process is not possible in helium because 

the energy gap is too large. 

Using a similar approach to the simpler theory, an expreSSion 

is derived for the fundamental time constant of ~he exponential decay 

of the metastable density resulting from a pulse of ultra-violet 

radiation directed on to the cathode. (The d~cay is exponential if 

the metastable density is ~ot too large). This expression is: 

1 Do 2 - = - + Ap + Bp (4) 
'"C pQ2 

where Q ia the diffusion length given by 

n =. til2 + (2.VRlj-1 

for a cylindrical vessel of length L and radius R. Do is thE! 

metastable diffusion coefficient at 1 torr pressure. A is the 

frequenoy of destruction by two body.collisions (prooess 2); 

B is the frequency of destruction by three-body collisions (process 3). 

p is the pressure in torr •. A process ~f curve fitting \ f~:'~ ~,n. ," _ 

experimental graph Of~ against p enabled Do' A and B to be evaluated. 

The results 'obtained from the absorption of the 6143A line by 

the lower neon metastable level (3P2) are shown in Fig. 5. The 3P2 . 
o neon metastable atoms, for a temperature of 300 K were lost mainly 

by diffusion at the lower pressures and by destruction at two body 

collisions at the higher pressures used. De-excitation of the 

metastable atoms to a lower radiating state (process 2b) is not 

3 0 possible for the P2 metas~able level. At a temperature of 77 K 

it was found that the 3P2 metastable loss processes were diffunion at 
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lower pressures and destruction at three~body collisions at the higher 

pressures. The average diffusion coefficients found from these 

2 -1 0 2 -1 0 results were 150 cm sec at 300 K and 60 cm sec at 77 K., 

There is, however, some departure between the experimental and 

theoretical i values at intermediate pressure, as can be seen from 

Fig. 5. 

In a paper published in 1957 Dixon and Grant used the 

optical absorption method for investigation of the decay in the after~ 

glow of neon metastable atoms. 

The neon metastable loss processes considered were: 

(1) Diffusion and de-excitation at the walls. 

(2) ~nission' of forbidden radiation. 

(3) Radiation resulting from two-body collisions. 

(4) Transition to radiatine levels by two-body collisions. 

(5) Ionization of impurities with ionization energy lower 'than the 

neon metastable excitation energy. (The Penning effect). 

(6) Fo~ation of metastable molecules by three-body collisions. 

(7) Metastable collisions'with ions. '. 
(8) Metastab1e-metastable collisions producing an ion. 

In this work processes (2), (5), (6) and (8) were not observed. 

There was no evidence to show that the three-body collison process 
, 

28. 

. 0 
occurred at 300 K. This agrees with results of Phelps and Molnar (1953) 

where the three-body process was only apparent at low temperature. 
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, The mean lifetime measurements for the 

function of pressure are shown in Fig. 

3P1 and 3P2 neon levels as a 

(6). The 3P1 and the 3P2 

values fall on the same curve, and over a pr~ssure range from 9 to 17 

torr the lifetimes were the same within the limits of experimental 

error. This implies that the 3P1 radiating level is filled from 

the 3P2 metastable level, and therefore governed by the lifetime 

of the 3P2 level. The solid curve was obtained by using the formula 

1 Dl ' 
.;:: = - + Ap 
"" Q2p 

(6) 

where Dl is the diffusion coefficient of the 3P2 level, n the 

diffusion le~gth given by equation (5). A is the frequency of two-

body quenching collisions per unit pressure. Equation (6) is 

identical with the equation (4) used by Phelps and Molnar (1953), 

if B, the three-body process destruction frequency, is put equal to 

zero. 

The value of Dl used to give this curve was 170 cm2 torr sec-I. 

It can be seen that this equation describes the experimental results 
'" 

reasonably well, except at the higher pressures. Dixon and Grant 

state that th~ short straight line on ,the right of the graph was 

obtained by allowing for resonance radiation using an approach due to 

Phelps (1955). It is not explained in ~ither paper how this curve 

is arrived at. 

Fig. (7) shows the lifetime of the 3p metastable neon states 
, 0, , 

obtained by Dixon and'Grant using absorption of the 62661 line. 

At the lower pressures, where diffusion is the predominant loss 

mechanism, the lifetimes for the 3Po and 3P2 states fa1l,approximately 
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on the same curve. This implies that the two types of atom have 

th€ same diffusion coefficient (equation 6). The 3p lifetimes are 
o 

however shorter at the higher pressures. The theoretical curve 

shown on Fig. 7 was obtained by using equation 6 ~ith the same value 

for Dl as used for the 3P2 case, but with El. largEr'value for the 

destruction fre~uency. 

The optical absorption method has been used by Phelps (1959) 

to measure the lifetimes of neon excitation states in the afterglow, 

the theory being extended to include the imprisonment of resonance 

radiation. The results show that th~ 3P2 metastable atomic state is 

destroyed by: 

(1) Diffusion to the walls. 

(2) Two-body collisions involving a ground state neon atom which 

causes the 3P2 state to be excited to the 3Pl radiating stat~. 

(3) Three-body collisions involving two ground state atoms. 

The 3Pl states are destroyed by: 

(1) 

( 2) 

The 

(1) 

Two-body collisional de-excitation to the 3P2 metastable state. 

Escape of the impriso'ned resonance radiation. 

3p metastable states are destroyed by: 
o 

Diffusion to the walls. 

'. 

(2) Two-body collisional de-excitation' to the 3Pl or 3P2 states. 
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The 3Po states may also be produced by collisional excitation 

3 3 L of the P2 and PI states. It was found that the -PI state played 

no significant part in the decay of the 3P2 , 3Pl or 3Po states. 

(This agrees with the findings of Dixon and Grant in 1957). The 

diffusion coefficients of the two metastable states were found to be 
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equsl, and in agreement with those of Dixon and Grant. Fig. 8 

shows Phelps' results for the metastable diffusion coefficient as a 

function of temperature. 

2.3. PHELPS' T}lEORY OF CURRENT BUILD-UP 

31. 

Phelps has further extended his theory to include the effects " 

of molecular ions, ~olocul~r metastable partiCles and non-resonance 

radiation and used it to calculate the build-up of current p~eceeding 

the Townaend breakdown of a rare gas. (Phelps 1960). A parallel 

plane electr.ode system is considered.and the rates of arrival at the 

cathode calculated for atomic and molecular iona, atomic and molecular 

metastable particles and resonance and non-resonance photons. For 

this theory it was assumed that the electron current increased 

exponentially wi th time, although Phelps pointed out that this i,8 

not strictly true in the initial stages of the current build-up 

because of the discrete nature of the electron. The Holstein-Biberman 

theory for the imptiaonment of resonance radiation was used to find 

the spatial distribution and the rate of arrival at the c'athode ,of the 

resonance radiation. (Holstein 1947, Biberman 1947, Biberman and 

Gurevich 1950). This avoids the inaccuracies which are introduced 

if the passage of resonance radiation ~hrough the ,gap is treated as 

a diffusion process. The molecular ions are considered to be formed 

by two o~ three-body interactions between excited and ground state 

atoms. Phelps applied this theory to- the case of current growth 

in helium for which the required data is available. The growth 

constant A of the exponential pre-breakdown current was calculated 

from the theory as a function of the amI 'i tude of the applied voltage 

pulse. Fig. (9) shows the predicted growth constant as a function 
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of applied voltage for helium at 3000K and 100 torr for a number of 

.possible secondary.ionization processes. The secondary electron 

current at the cathode is assumed to be due to the arrival of (a) 

diatomic metastable helium molecules, (b) diatomic helium ions, 

(c) resonance photons,' and (d) all three processes together. 

Fig. (10) shows the calculated fractions of the cathode current 

resulting from each process as a· function of the growth constant. 

These results show that for low time constants (slow current growth) 

the diatomic metastable molecules provide the main contributipn to 
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the slow components of the current. At intermediate ~ the molecular 

ions dominate and at large ~ the resonance radiation process is most 

important. The threshold voltages for the appearance of each process 

is shown in rig. (9). 

This approach to the problem of pre-breakdown currents is 

at present limited to the case of helium because of the availability 

of the data required. Phelps considers that the existence of four 

closely spaced metastable and resonance levels in neon and arGon would 
. . ~ 

lead to ~ more complicated situation than for helium. This th'eory 

does not take into account faster ionization processes such as 

electron emission from the cathode by atomic positive ions and 
, 

undelayed photons. These processes ca~ never-the-less have an 

important effect on the Townsend breakdown even though slower 

metastable effects are present. 

2 .4. MOLECULAR IONS 

Mass spectrometer measurements by Arnot and M'Ewan (1938, 1939) 



sugeested that the ion He; could be produced by a collision between 

a low energy excited helium atom (e.g. the metastable state at 

19.8 eV) and a neutral ato~. However, more recent tlE;aS-..lr8:lents by 

Homleck and Molnar (1951) have shown that the appearance potential 

is too hiGh for this. It is thought that the molecular ions are 

)lJ'(I\"j(~(:(l uy (;y.citation of a hclium atom to a high enorey non-

metastable state by electron impact. The molecular ion is produced 

by impact between this excited atom and a ground state atom, i.e. 

* He + e + K.E. ---) He + e 

* + He + He ,---7 He2 + e. 

+ + + + 
Similar processes led to the formation of Kr2 , Xe2 , Ne2 and A2 • 

The appearance potentials measured were 23.18 +.2 volts 

for He; and 20.86 + .3 for Ne;. 
- .7 

-.7 

states of neon would not have sufficient energy for the formation 

of molecular ions, although they could be produced by a high energy 

non-metastab1e excitation state. 

- 2.5. METASTABLE MOLECULES 

33. 

Colli (1954) observed ultra-violet radiation from avalanches 

in a cauter tube containing argon at pressures from 70 to 650 torr. 

This radiation was thought to result from the destruction of 

metastab1e atomic states. The lifetime of these states, determined 



from the temporal' variation of the radiation, was found to be 

inversely proportional to the square of the argon pressure implying 

a three body destruction process for the pressure range used. The 

hypothesis suggested bY,Colli was that the 3P2 argon metastable 

atom was destroyed in a three body collision involving two ground 
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state atoms to give a diatomic metastable molecule, one ground state 

atom and a photon in the ultra-violet region 

>It * 
A + A + A ~ A2 + A. 

This process would however be much less important at lower pressures. 

A similar pr~cess could occur for neon at high pressures. 

2.6. McCLURE' S THEORY FOR THE TOWNSmm BREAKDOWN OF NEON 

The temporal growth of current for the Townsend breakdown 

of neon has been measured by McClure (1962). A step voltage was 

applied to a plane parallel electrode system with variable gap 

distance where the cathode was continuously illuminated with ultra-

violet radiation. The voltages used were slightly greater than, 

the voltage required for breakdown (i.e. overvoltages up to about 1% ). 
All result3 were for a neon pressure of 40 torr. An electrical 

circuit was used directly to measure the time constant Q of the ' 

growth of current in the gap at breakdown. McC lure attempt ed to 

explain the variation of Q with gap voltage b! a theory where it was 

assumed that only two secondary ionization processes were concen1ed 

in the breakdown. These were the emission of secondary electrons 
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from the cathode resulting from the arrival of positive ions and 

metastable atoms. An explicit expression for the time constant 

9 was obtained by using a return function L(V, t) • An electron 

leaving the cathode at time t = 0, with a gap voltage of·Y volts, 

causes an average L(V,t)dt secondary electrons to leave the cathode 

during the interval (t, t + dt). However it was found that the 

experimental values of Q exceeded the calculated ones.by about 15%. 
. . 

Thus it was concluded that the breakdo7iIl could not be e:<?:a.ir.e~ by 

the action of positive ions and metastable atoms at the cathode and 

that some other process was required. The Townsend breakdown of 

helium has been examined by D.K. Davies (1963) using Davidson's 

formative time lag theory. This will be discussed in chapter Ill, 

but it is of interest to note here that a conclusion similar to 

McClure's was reached. 

2.7. CONCLUSION 

In recent years the mechanisms by which metastable atoms 

of rare gases are destroyed have been extensively studied and the. 

processes are now reasonably well understood. The work of Phelps 

an~ Molnar has been particularly valuable. At pressures of a fe~'l 

torr the predominant loss of neon metastable atoms is by diffusion. 

At higher pressures (20 to 50 torr) destruction of metastable atoms 

at two body collisions involving gas atoms. becomes important. This 
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experimental work has provided values of the mean life time of metastable 

atoms as a function of pressure and geometry, and also values of the 

diffusion coefficient of the metastable atoms as a function of pressure. 

This data is required for formative time lag calculations. 

The extensive analysis by Phelps of the slow component of 

current resulting from a pulse of electrons is at present limited 

to helium. A study of' the Townsend breakdown by McClure has shown 

tha t breakdown o"annot be explained by the action of' positive ions 

and metastable atoms at the cathode. "Davidson's f'ormative time lag 

theory provides an analyaia of' the Townsend breakdown which is more 

complete and'more rigorous than McClure's simple approach. This 

theory, and its application to the rare gases helium and neon, will 

be considered in the next chapter. 
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CHAPI'ER 111 

DAVIDSON'S 'THEORY· FOR THE TEMPORAL GROWTH OF CURRENT 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

Formative time lags in the Townsend breakdown of low 

pressure gases under uniform electric field have been studied at 

the University College of Swansea for a number of years. A 

temporal growth theory developed by Davidson enables the 

experimentally measured formative time lags to be related to the 

secondary ionization processes which lead to the electrical break-

. down of the gap. The theory enables the formative time lag to be 

calculated if the secondary ionization coefficients are known. The 

usual procedure therefore is to assume values for the coefficients, 

calculate the theoretical formative time lag, and compare it with the 

experimental value. The coefficients are adjusted until agreement 

is found between the theoretical and experimental formative time 

lags. In this way the importance of various secondary ionization 

processes can be estimated. A particularly simple case is the 

Townsend breakdown of low pressure hydrogen where only two 

sec~ndary ionization processes are of importance. These processes 

are emission of electrons from the cathode resulting from the impact 

of photons and positive ions. The theory developed by Davidson 

(Dutton et al. 1953) will be outlined here since it forms the ,basis 

for the more complex theory used for the breakdown of the rare gases. 



3.2. DAVIDSON'S THEORY FOR HYDROGEN 

In a uniform field gap between two electrodes the steady 

state pre-breakdown current I is given by Towns end' s formula 

I = 
I exp(a.d) o 

w 
l-(a.(exp(a.a)-l) 

where I is the current of electrons generated at the cathode by 
o 

external means, and d is the gap distance; a. is the primary 

ionization coefficient for electrons, andO)/a. is the generalized 

secondary ionization coefficient which includes contributions from 

the two operative processes. If O/a. is the coefficient for the 

emission of electrons from the cathode by photons generated in the 

discharge, and 0' the coefficient for emission of electrons from the 
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cathode by positive ions formed in the discharge, then, for hydrogen 

~a.~o;a. + 1{. 

In the non steady state, when the applied voltage V exceeds 

the sparking voltage V , the rate of increase of current in the s 

gap with time will depend on which of the two processes is the 

dominant one. Thus the measured formative time lag, which is the 

time required for the gap current to grow to a given value, will 

depend on the relative importance of the ion and photon processes. 

The continuity e~uations for ions and electrons are: 

I 
~(v:) 

= for electrons (7) at 



and. 

at 
?JI 

= --=. + aI 
;'x 

where I is the electron current 

I' the ion current 
+ 

for ions 

v the electron d.rift velocity 

and. v is the ion drift velocity. 
+ 
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, (8) 

The dis tanc e from the ca thod'e is x cm, and the' time measured frqm 

the application of the voltage V is t secs. Bartholomeyczyck (1940) 
, , 

produced an approximate solution for the~e eq~ations, but Von 

Gugelberg (1947) pointed out that Batholomeyczyck l 5 sol:ut,ion 
. 

ignored the current of electrons from the cathode induced by ultra-

violet illumination. This omission has been allowed. for in a , 

mod.ified. solution by Davidson (Dutton e~ al. 1953). An exact 

form of this solution allows for the presence of an initial 

distribution of chang~ particles in the gap at the time of 

application of the breakdown voltage (Davidson 1955). This is 

important in cases where contin~ous backing voltage is applied to 

the gap and a pre-breakdown current is already flowing when the 

voltage pulse, which leads to breakdown, is applied. However, 
. 

this fom is difficult to apply in practice because of the lengthy 

calculations involved. The approximate form of Davidson's solution 

outlined below can be applied where there are no cha~ged particles 

present in the gap at t = 0, or if particles are present it can be 
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applied with a small error. 

The el'ectron ,current I flowing at time t at the cathode 

(x = 0) is given by the equation: 

Ijo,t) = 
I (1 - expx.t) o 

1 - ('d + ~ 0.)( expa.d - 1) 
(9) 

where I is the externally induced current at the cathode. The 
o 

value of X. is calculated by solving the equation: 

where 

_lieU (;X_ 1) S (elix - 1) 
F(X.) = 1 -p - ~ 

for F(d) = 0 

X. 
ljI=a.-~-v 

111 -=-+-v v v 
- + 

-1 v is the electron drift velocity in cm. seC 

v is the positive ion drift velocity. 
+ 

~ is the coefficient of photo-absorption in the gas. 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

~ is the secondary ionization coefficient for the release of 

electrons from the cathode by positive ions (expressed as the 

number of electrons released per primary ionizing collision in 

the gas). 



a/a is the secondary ionization coefficient for the release of 

electrons from.the cathode by photons formed in the discharge 

(defined as the number of electrons emitted per primary ionizing 

collision in the gas). 

The calculation of formative time lags is carried out 

as follows: 
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(1) The value of ~a is calculated from the value of the sparking 

potential using the value of the primary ionization coefficient a for 

the value of the electric field per unit pressure ~p existing in 
o 

the gap. (p is the pressure reduced to oOe). 
o 

(2) Values of ~ andS/a are chosen to satisfy 

?r+ S/a="'/a. 

(3) E~uation (10) is now solved for~; this is done in practice 

by calcu~ating F(d) for various values of ~ until a value is found 

which satisfied F(d) = O. 

(4) Using this value of ~ equation (9) is solved for t assuming 

suitable values for Io.and I_, In the solution for ~ and t, the 

relevant value ofa is the value for the ~po which obtains as the 

chosen value of the pvervoltage ~V = V - V. It is assumed that s 

~a is the same at the sparking voltage as it is at the given over-

voltage, This is approximately true for small values of overvo1tage, 
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Repeating the above procedure for a number of low values 

of overvoltage, ~ curve showing the variation of formative time 

lag with overvoltage can be obtained for a given ratio of s)~ . 
A series of curves for various values of o9fd can be obtained, and 

a process of curve fitting with the experimental results can give 

'? an estimate of the value of 67a under experimental conditions. 

This solution has been successfully used by a number of 

workers for the use of hydrogen (Dutton et al. 1953, Gozna 1960, 

Betts 1963, Fulker 1963). 

3.3. EXTENSION OF THE THEORY FOR RAR"E GASES (r) 

Phelps' theory for the growth of the slow component of 

current in the Townsend breakdown of rare gases has been described in 

2.3. This theory enabled the time constant of the current growth 

to be calculated. Measurements of'the growth constant are required 

for interpretation of the theory. Howevet, Phelps has pointed out 

(1960) that the current build-up will not be exactly exponential 

for very short times after the initiation of the discharge owing to 

the discrete nature of electron avalanches. The theory does not 

take into account the faster ionization processes which may also 

be present. The solution developed by Davidson for rare gas break-

down enables the current flowing in the gap to be calculated as a 

fUnction of time for cases where the growth is not exponential. 
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This solution also in?ludes the effects of faster processes 

involving positi~e ions and undelayed photons. The theory 

which will now be described includes the emission of electrons 

from the cathode by impact of metastable atoms produced in the gas 

discharge (Davidson 1958). It was suggested that this same theory 

could also be applied to the resonance radiation process (which does 

not involve a metastable state) since the photons move through the 

case by a process analagous to diffusion. However, it was pointed 

out by Phelps. (1960) that the resonance radiation should obey the 

Holstein-Biberman theory and not diffusion laws. The parameter of 

the solution for resonance radiation derived from the Holstein-

Biberman theory is independent of the gas density and varies only 

as the square root of the electrode separation. On the other hand 

the parameter of the diffusion theory is proportional to the density 

and to the square of the electrode separation. 

The complete solution for the Holstein-Biberman resonance 

radiation theory is given in a later pap~r (Davidson 1962). 

For the case of electron-emission from the cathode by 

metastable atoms formed in the gas discharge, the basic diffusion 

equation for a region of gas x cm. from the cathode is 

lln(x,t) 
ot = 

~j(x,t) 
~x + 

n(x,t) 
-Cl 

(Davidson 1958) 

(15) 
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n(x,t) is the spatial density of active pa~icles at a distance 

x from the cathode, at time t. 

j(x,t) is the current density in the x direction of active particles. 

i is the electron current at the cathode. 

w is the electron drift velocity. 

a is the average number· of electrons generated by an electron 

per centimetre path length in the direction of the field, (the 

prima~ ionization coefficient). 

~ is the average number of active particles generated by an electron 

per centimetre path length in the direction of the field. 

~ is the fraction of the active particles destroyed per unit time 
1 
by collisions with unexcited atoms. It is assumed that destruction 

of metastable atoms by electrons can be ignored. For this reason 

the theo~ is not applicable for high current densities where the 

field would in any case be distorted by space change. 

In the steady state the diffusion coefficient D for the 

metastable atoms or active particles will be given by 

j = (16) 

Assuming that this also applies to the non-steady state we can write 

2 _ oj(x,t) D 1) n(x,t) 
~x as ~xZ (17) 
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the diffusion equation then becomes: 

_ L ) _ n(x,t) 
Vi lj 1 

(18) 

For metastable atoms the diffusion coefficient D can be written 

approximately at 31.v where 1. is the mean free path and v the mean 

kinetic velocity. 

Davidson gives the solution for current growth in two 

forms, one valid at all times and one valid. for time t where * is . 

, a small fraction', e.g. ~, T being the active particle transit time. 
2 2 

Th t . t t· f d' .&If • • x 3x e rans~ ~me or a l~ USlon process ~s 1) = £v • 
For example with a gap distance of .5 cm. and. diffusion coefficient 

2 ~ ~ of 4 Cm. sec the transit time is about 10 sec. 

The solution is written as a Lap1ac'e contour integral. 

The boundary conai tions are: 

(i) at t < O"n(x,t) = i_et) = 0; 

(ii) at t () I D~n(x,t) > 0, i _ t = 0 + gl D x at x = O. 

[ThiS follows from Fick's first law of diffusion which states' 

that J, the current density of,metastab1e atoms is given by 

J = -D grade n. gl is the secondary emission coefficient 

at the cathode for the metastab~e atoms~ 

(iii) at t > 0 n(O,t) = n(d,t) = 0 

[d being the electrode.separatio~, 

(iv) at t > 0 the differential equation (18) holds throughout the 

gas. 
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The solution of (i) ~ (iv) given by Davidson is as follows: 

n(x& io.l . r zeD(Z?-J.l.lt t -2Zd CjIX 

I =?tD (2 2) (1 - e ) e 
o Z - J.l. G 

'-C 

" «ty-Z)d 1) -Zx (-2Zd (4I-Z)d) XZ l dZ + e - e + e -e e: 
J 

(19) 

iJ t) = ~J zeD(Z2 _)L2)t cz 2 -i)~l- e -2Zd)dZ 

Io ~ (Z2 - j.l. )G 
c 

(20) 

D(Z2 2) 
where <tJ = a. - - tL w (21) 

(22) 

~ = {z +4'1 {(Z -CV)F -Sl} (23) 
" 

'- F = 1 

bl 
g 1 = gl ~ (Thus 'CL is the secondary ionization coefficient 

1 
j.l. = [D~ 

for the metastable process more usually denoted 

by C/o.)." 

For the metastable process, where the active 

particles are assumed to be destroyed only at 

the cathode, j.l. becomes infinitesimal because 

1 
- ~O. 1:" 1 
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However, experimental measurements discussed in the previous chapter 

have shown that this assumption is ol?-ly valid for low pressures. 

The functionF, given e'lual to 1 here, provide::> f'or later genere.li-

zation to allow for the contribution to ionization by positive ions 

and undelayed.photons. The contour c is a quarter of an infinite circle 

wi th its centre at the origin traversed clockwise, the centre of the 

arc being the positive real axis. 

i 

Calculation of the current ratio 

la 
requires solution of eQuation (22) for Z. In general there are 

an infinite number of complex solutions. The contour c may be 

deformed and the integral can be expressed as a series. For the 

case where the ,time t is small compared with the metastable transit 

time T, (e.g. for t « 10-1 sec.) the expression i (t - ~) may be 
, - ,~ 

replaced by i_et) and~ may be replaced by a. The contour c of 

equation (20) can be deformed to form a semi-circle to the right 

of the imaginary axis. This integral can be expressed as t the 

integral round an infinite circle since the integrand of (20) is an 

odd function of Z. By considering residues at· the poles Davidson 

showed that 

i 
(24) 



f is a factor which is unity for the poles on the axes and 2 for 

poles elsewhere. . The summation extends over all values ~ of Z . 

other than 0 and tp' which satisfy Q(Z) = O. The expression for 
i . 

r- can in practice be evaluated since it is possible to shc~ that 
o 
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only one real ~ value need be consi~ered ~or a good approxi~ation • 

. The effect of positive ions and unscattered photons 

causing emission of electrons from the cathode can be included by 

replacing F by the expression: 
IVd . ~d 

1 - (6/'I')(e - 1) - (o.O'/,0)(e- 1) (25) 

where /J 1 1 
and - = -w w 

1 
+-w 

+ 

. The term A in e~uation (24) has the value 
1 

1 - '1a.(ea.d - 1) 

The above temporal growth theory, has been applied to the 

case of helium by D.K. Davies et al. (1963) with littlesucces3 as 

will be described in section 3.4. The theory was also used by the 

author in an attempt to describe experimental current growth in neon, 

but again the theory met with no success. The application of the 

theory to a practical case will now be described. 

The expression ~2) for has one real solution 

for ~ and an infinite number of imaginary ones. None of the ~'s 

are complex since F is real, so that f is 1. In practice the 



imaginary solutions can be neglected in comparison with the real 

nolution. (D.K. Davies, 1961). Thus the.complete solution is 

as follows: 

i_{O,t) 1 

Io = l_w/~(edd_l) + 

(Putting £ = 1, ~ = 0) 

By differentiating equation (22): 

F = 1 - (~ + 8/~)(e~d - 1) 

where A. is the real value satisfying 9(Z) . = 0 

where 9(Z) = (~ - Z) { (~+ Z)F + rJe-2Z d. + ~rZe(o.-Z)d 

- (a. + Z) { (a. - Z)F + r} = 0 

and. r = 0/ 0.( 0.2d)( e~d -1) 
(eM - M - 1) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30.) 

The main assumptior.sapp1icab1e to this modified solution are given 

below. 



(i) There is negligible destruction of diffusing metastable 

atoms in the gas. 

(ii) The electron and ion transit times ~ w 
d and

VI 
+ 

regarded as infinitely small compared with t, the time 
ijO,t) 

it is required to calculate the ratio • 

may be 

at which 

(Hi) All the contributions to the cu'rrent arising from the 

imaginary roots may be neglected. 

, The procedure for calculating the formative time lag t, or the 

time required for the current to rise to a given value, is as 

follows. 

(1) The externally maintained electron current Io is determined. 

(2) The value of~a is determined from the Tovffisend breakdown 

criterion, by measuring the field at which the current is just 
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self-maintained. The value of a at that field is used to calculate 

CV/a. It is necessary to assume that CV/a does not vary appreciably 

with the overvoltage ~V. In other words "-'/a., determined at the 

spar;dng potential where ~v = 0, is assumed to remain the same for 

the higher overvoltages used in formative time lag measurem~nts. 

(3) The values of the secondary ionization coefficients <r, S/a, 

c/a. are chosen such that 

~ + 8/a + [la. = '1a. 



In practice the ~ and G/u components "are so much faster than the 

£/u component thpt they cannot be distinguished from each other, 

they are therefore taken together. 
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(4) The value of u is selected for the field unit pressure existing 

at the overvoltage ~V to be considered. 

(5) rand F are then determined from equations (30) and (2S). 

(6) The real solution ~ is then determined from equation (29). 

This represents the main difficulty in the calculation since 

numerical methods are required. 

(7) The value of ~ obtained is inserted in equation (27) and 

( OG ) 
oz ~ 

is determined. 

(S) From equation (26) Dt can then be calculated. t is the time 

required for the current to reach the value i_(O,t), and D is the 

diffusion coefficient. If D is known, t is then determined. 

In this,way the formative time lag can be calculated 

for several small values of overvoltage for a given choice of 

secondary ionization coefficients. The choice of these coefficients 

is adjusted in an attempt to get agreement with experimentally 

measured curves of formative time lag as a function of overvoltage. 

It is of interest to observe that if the £/u value is 

chosen as zero, I' = 0 and the expression for Q(Z) becomes 

Q(Z) = (a. + Z)(o. - Z)F [e-
2Zd 

- 1] (31) 
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In general F is not zero. 

The solutions for G(Z) = 0 are then 

Z = -a. 

Z = +0. 

and Z = 0 

These are the trivial solutions referred to on page 48 which ore 

not included in the summation. Thus in this case (~o. = 0) there 

is no solution for A. This is not surprising since the assumption 

that wand ware zero is clearly no longer valid if the Slo. 
- + 

and ~processes are the only two secondarJ ionization processes 

operating. 

3.4. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS IN HELIUM AND APPLICATION OF THEORY (I) 

Formative time lags have been measured in low pressure 

helium by D .K. Davies et ale (1963) using parallel plate silver 

electrodes. The field per unit pressure, ~p was varied from 
. 0 

8.61 to 38.08 volts cm-l torr-l for a constant electrode separation. 

The helium used was initially' spectrally pure, active charcoal being 

used in an attempt to maintain this purity in the system. In this 

experiment the a. values used in the calculations were actually 

measured in the same gas mmple and were therefore directly applicable. 

This is an important advantage since current growth measurements are 

particularly sensitive to small changes in a. which may result from 

slight variation for the gas purity. The measurement of the longer 
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formative time lags at low overvoltages, which are most sensitive 
. 

to changes in secondary ionization, Vlere found to be consistent, 

with a coefficient of variation of less than 1%. The voltage 

was applied to the electrodes in two parts. A steady D.C. 

'backing voltage' was applied continuously, and a square wave 

voltage pulse used to raise the total voltage above the sparking 

voltage for the gap. This arrangeffient simp]fies pulse generator 

requirements, but the continuous presence of the backing voltage 

may affect conditions in the gap. If the electrodes have slightly 

insulating layers it is possible for the continuous flow of small 

pre-breakdovm currents in the gap to cause the build up of a charge 

layer on the cathode and thus alter the work function, and the 

sparking potential o~ the gap. This effect has been 

shown in previous work by the author using an oxide coated cathode 

(Fulker 1963). The flow of current at time t = 0 also gave a 

charge distribution_in the gap at t = 0 and thus violates one of 

Davidson'S boundary conditions. However, D.K. Davies found that 

the measured formative time lags were substantially independent 

of the magnitude of the backing voltage and of the initial current 

in the gap ,so that the effect of departure from the boundary 

condition was small. 

Instead of the more direct measurement of current to 

determine formative time lag, D.K. Davies used the collapse of 
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the applied voltage as the criterion. This, of course, is dependent 

on the electrical circuit. The breakdown current can be calculated 

from the voltage collapse. 

The experimental results of formative time lag as a function 

of overvol tage were analysed using theory I, on the assumption that 

any or all of the~,~a,~a processes were active. It was found that 

a process slower than the r process was necessary to explain the 

results. Combinations of the fast processes ( ~ and 5; a 

taken together) and the slower £/a process would not give 

sufficient agreement between experimental and theoretical results 

for a range of overvoltage from 0 to 5%. Figures (10 and (12) 

show the calculated formative time lags which give closest agreement 

at two different values of E~po. For Fig.(ll) E~po = 8.61, 

Po = 38.51, a = 8.17 cm., 4)/~ = .53, ~a is 4.z,1o of ~/a, and 

?f is 95.8% of <V/a. The agreement here is very poor. 

For Fig. (12) Eglpo = 38.08, Po = 5.07, a = 8.17, 

W/a = .25, f./a is 19.5% of <V/a, and i is 80.5% of 'U/a • 

Here the agreement is much better, but the theory fails to explain 

the experimental results over a range of Eglp • 
. 0 

An attempt was also made to explain the results by the 

theory vlhich treats resonance radiation as a diffusion process 

(although, as has already been pointed out, this is not valid) 

(D. K. Davies, 1961). This also failed to exp~ain the results. 



3.5. MODIFICATION OF THE THEORY TO ALLOW FOR DESTRUCTION OF 
lI~ETAS'fABLE STA'fES INTHE GAS Crr) 

. 
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In a paper published in 1962 Davidson extended his temporal 

growth theory so that it could include other secondary ionization 

processes, in particular the destruction of metastable atoms at 

collisions with gas molecules and the transmission of the resulting 

radiation to the cathode, without appreciable scattering, to cause 

electron emission. 

Davison derived two types of solution. One of these 

is a simple exponential solution where the current of each type of 
At 

active particles is of the form ~{(x,t) = ~(x,O)e (32) 

This assumes that the time constant A is the same for all types of 

active particles and that A is real and non zero. The spatial 

densities of active particles contain the same time factor A. 

This can be applied to the complicated cases such as that suggested 

by Phelps (1960) where molecular ions and molecular metastables are 

included. FOrQulae can be set up for each ratio 

iK(O,t) 
= f'.K(A) iJO,t) (33) 

where iK is the active particle current and i_ the electron current, 

using the differential equation and boundary conditions for the active 

particles. Each function fK(A) is a function of the time constant 

A, but does not involve time. 
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The fK(A) functions can then be inserted into the electron boundary 

condition 

where g(t) = ~~~K(O,t) 
K 

(34) 

(35) 

where iK(O,t) is the active particle current at the cathode and 

GrK the secondary emission coefficient for that species of active 

particle. 

or 

If I (t) is zero this equation becomes o . 

ijO,t) = I iKiK(O,t) 
K 

1 - I' er KfK(~) = ° 
K 

If I (t) is not zero the equation (34) becomes o 

• · . 

• 
• • 

• 
• • 

1 = 

Io(t) 
= 

i (O,t) 

ijO,t) 

I (t) " . 0 L <?KfK(A) + 
ijO,t) K 

~ 
1-L ~ 

K K 
fK(A) 

I (t) 
0 = 

1 - 2:: d'~K(A) 
K 

(36) 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

(40) 

(41) 



Thus if the externally maintained current I is present a simple 
o 

exponential solu.tion which does not involve t does not exist. 

I~howeve~Io is zero a simple exponential solution exists if ~ 

satisfies a relation 

(42) 
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In general there will be an infinite number of ~'s satisfying F(~) = 0. 

These ~'s may be complex and change continuously with V. The simple 

exponential solution of F(~) = ° is the A value which goes through 

zero as V.goes through V • 
s 

This follows from the equation 

i(O,t) = i(O,O)e~t 

or = ~UhtJ 
~ 

At the sparking voltage V = V and the secondary current at the s 

cathode i(O,t) is just sufficient to maintain the discharge, 

i.e. i(O,t) = i(O,O) so that e~t = I and ~ = ° ~ has units seconds-lJ 

For the case where there is a constantly maintained current 

Io and no active particles present for times t < 0, Davidson writes 

the electron current i_CO,t) at. the cathode in the form 

i(O,t) 
= (43) 

this is valid at all times t > 0. A and the B'a have explicit 

expressions. The summation contains the simple exponential 



solution A ,and all the other A'S which satisfy F(A) = O. 

However, further approximations can be ma.de. For sufficiently 

large times all the other A'S become negligible in comparison 

~ith ~le simple exponential A, and the general solution reduces 

to the simple exponential solution: 

iJO,t) 
= 

If V > V A is positive and the expression can be written as 
s 

iJO,t) 
= (45) 
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with only a small percentage error. The expression B here relates 

directly to t4e problem considered. The simpte exponential 

solution considered by Phelps (1960) has a similar form 

i 

Io 

but in that case the function C was determined by an initial 

arbitary distribution of particles which is absent in the considered 

problem. Using Davidson's approach the functions A and B were 

calculated for the case where it was assumed that secondary electron 

emission from the cathode was caused by positive ions formed in the 

gas, or by delayed photons originating from destruction of 

metastable atoms in the gas. 



= (46) 

i.e. 1 
A = F(O) and B 

As explained above, this can be approximated to 

(47) 

where -1 
B = AF' (}.) (48) 

T:Llis expression is generally true even for the complicated case 

considered by Phelps (1960), if the appropriate expression for 

Fe}.) is used. For the positive ion and delayed radiation case 

F(p) 
1) 

(49) 

s~~ is the delayed photon secondary ionization coefficient 

expressed as the number of secondary eleotrons released from 

59. 

the cathode by this process per primary ionizing collision in 

the gas. 

~ is the primary ionization ooefficient. 

~ is the secondary ionization coefficient for positive ions. 

d is the gap distance. 

1;1 is the oean lifeti~e of the metastable states. 



A. is the real value of p which satisfies the equation F(p) = 0 

where 

y "() = t.. --VI 

f; = a.- E 
w 

1 1 1 - = - + w w w 
+ 

w is the electron drift velocity in cm sec 

w is the positive ion drift velocity. 
+ 

(50) 

(51) 

(52) 

-1 
• 

The total secondary ionization coefficient ~a. is assumed to be 

given by (U/a. = i + 0/0. 

-1 
B = AF' CA.) where 

+ 

(53) 

a.a~ [(j;d-l) rid -1] 

w;P 

In the case where~l = 0, these equations reduce to those given 

earlier (Dutton et al. 1953) for the positive ion and undelayed 

radiation case. 

3.6. APPLICATION OF THEORY II FOR HELIIDl 

This delayed radiation and positive ion theory has been 

60. 

applied to the helium results obtained by D.K. Davies et al. (1964). 

The same form of Davidson's solution can also be used for the 

resonance radiation process using a value for the average delay 



given by 

'"Cl 
1 

IT5 (54) 

leo is the li~etime o~ the resonance state. 

"'0 is the wavelength o~ the 'centre o~ the broadened 

resonance spectral line. 
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There are no experimental values o~~o ' but they ca~ be calculated 

(Ui tchell and Zemansky 1934). At ~irst it was assumed that 

either the delayed radiation or the resonance radiation was 

entirely responsible ~or the breakdown. The equations of ' 

Davidson's theory (equations 47 - 53) were solved for the time 

constant '" ~y a process o~ trial and error and the ~ormative time 

lag calculated. The delay time -Cl was treated as a variable 

parameter and theL:l value ~ound which gave the best fit with the 

formative time lag results for a pnrticularvalue of Eglpo. 

Column (1) o~ tab1c (1) shows theT 1 values obtained for agreement 

to within 2q% between the experimental and calculated results. 

The 1;1 value calculated from the Holstein-Biberman theory 

~or transport o~ resonance radiation, involving 2~ excited state, 

is approximately lO~6 sec. It was therefore concluded that 

resonance radiation was not a significant process since the 

experimental delay times were considerably longer than this. 



TABLE 1 

Total radiation delay time 01 . 
"'Cl 

""'Cl 
d2.ta 

Po E/Po calculated from Phelps(1960) 

38.51 8.61 1.2 x 10-4-sec 1.3 x 10-4-sec 

29.4-3 10.04- -4-2.1r x 10 sec 1.8 x 10-4sec 

23.01 11.43 2.1 x 10-4-sec 2.2 x 10-4-sec 

19.17 12.93 2.3 x 10-4~ec 2.7 x 10-4sec 

14.54 15.74 1.5 x 10-4sec -4-3.6 x 10 sec 

10.10 20.82 1.7 x 10-4sec 5.1 x 10-4-sec 

5.07 38.08 1.5 x 10-4sec -'f-10.0 x 10 sec 

I~, however, the delay process is due to the volume 

destruction o~ 2+S metastable helium atoms, then the values o~ 

62. 

the delay time Tl ~ound from the experiment should agree with the 

1 
value calculated ~rom Phelps data using the forillula ~l = 193p 

o 
seconds, which are shown in column 2. This was found to be 

the case and comparison of columns 1 and 2 shows reasonable 

agreement from pressures greater than 19 torr. The discrepancy 

for lower pressures is an indication that some contribution to the 

ioniza tion is made by a faster process which becomes more effective 

as the pressure is reduced. It can also be pointed out that if 

the three body destruction process for 23S metastable atoms was 



2 
an important process 171, would be inversely proportional to Po' 

showing a greater variation than appears in column (1). This 

agrees with Phelps' (1960) view that the 23S metastable atoms form 

long lived metastable helium molecules at three body collisions. 

The simultaneous action of the delayed radiation process 

and the positive ion process was then considered using ~l values 

1 The results obtained are sum:narised in 

Table 2. The combination of delayed radiation and positive ion 

processes can explain the experimental results over the whole 

pressure range (though the closeness of the agreement is not given). 

p torr o 

38.51 

29.43 

23.01 

19.17 

14.54 

10.10 

10.04 

11.43 

12.93 

15.74 

20.82 

38.08 

TABLE 2 
2 "- X_tO 

sec 
9.9 

7.8 

7.1 

7.9 

9.4 

8.9 

12 

S-fo '(1% 

100 0 

100 

88 

76 

43 

37 

24 

o 

12 

24 

57 

63 

76 

The role of the positive ions becomes increasingly 

important as the pressure decreases and ~p increases, eventually o 

becoming the dominant process for pressure below about 10 torr. 

At low ~p and high pressures the number of excitations to o 



FIG 13. VARIATION OF r WITH E?o ANO P. FOR HELIUM IONS ON SILVER. 
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metastable states exceeds the number of ionizing collisions 

according to data of van Engel and Corrigan (1958). At lower 

pressures the ratio of metastables to ions is much reduced and 

the destruction of the metastables is reduced giving a qualitative 

explanation. It was not possible to distinguish between the 

atomic and molecular metastables.' The values of (j' (the number 

of secondary electrons e:nitted from the silver cathode per 

incident ion) in the helium measurements of D.K. Davies have been 

fUrther analysed in a later paper. (C. G. Morgan et al. 1965). 

Fig. 13 shows the variation of iwith ~Po and Po obtained from 

the time lag analysis. It is assumed that back scattering of the 

secondary electrons can be neglected. For pressures less than 

about 18 torra is about .2 electrons per ion and roughly 

independent of ~p and kinetic energy of the ions considering o , 

the low accuracy of the ~ values. For Po> 18 torr r decreases 

rapidly. The ~ obtained for higher pressure was discarded as 

inaccurate because of the large change in &1/0. which occurred there. 

The variation of ~with ~p could be interpreted by supposing that 
o 

two species of ions were present. One species was effective for 
, 

~p > J..4 having a 0 of about .2, and another ion with a lower o 

c? becoming effective at lower ~Po' The more effective ion 

was probably the He+ ion formed by a two body electron atom 

collision in the gas. The lack of '?! dependence on F/p and ion 
o 
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energy for higher ~p indicates that the secondary electrons 
o 

are emitted fr~m the silver cathode by a Auger potential energy 

process • Calculation by Hagstrum (1954-) for this process with 

He+ ions gave a ~value of .293 electrons per ion which agrees 

well with D.K. Davies values. Hagstrum's values were for tungsten 

which has a work function of about 4.5.eV which is not very 

different from the work function for silver. The lower ¥ values 

for ~p < 14 may be due to the presence of He; ions formed by 

three body collisions between a helium ion and two ground state 

helium atoms. Hagstrum's measurements for tungsten showed that 

He; was about half as effective as He+ for causing emission of 

electrons (Hagstrum 1953). The molecular ions are more likely 

to be present at higher pressures because of the three body formation 

process. The variation of the delayed radiation ionization 

coefficient with ~p obtained from the D.K. Davies results are o 

shovffi in Fig. 14-. This radiation results from the destruction 

of the 2
1

S helium metastable atom in two body collision with 

ground state atoms~ and reaches the cathode without appreciable 

scattering to cause photo-emission of electrons. 

More recent work on the Townsend breakdown in helium 

by Criffiths (1964), also using Davidson's theory, has shown 

that the action of three separate ionization processes can be 

distingtlished. 
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(i) Emission of electrons from the cathode by positive 

• ions. (Coefficient??). 

(ii) Destruction of the 21S metastable helium states 

at two body collisions with gas atoms, the 

resulting photons causing electron emission from 

the cathode. (Coefficient 6~a). 

(iii) Dissociation of 23~ molecular metastable states, 

the resulting radiation causing electron emission 

from the cathode. (Coefficient 62/ a). 

The 23 L metastable molecule is considered to be produced by a 

three body collision involving a 23S metastable atom and two 

ground state atoms. Griffiths assumed that the 23S lifetime was 

long compared vd th the 23 L lifetime and was thus the determining 

time factor for the process. The 23S lifetime ~T was calculated 

from the equation 

1 
= sec 

from data given by Phelps (1960) for the three body destruction 

process. Griffiths used a large range of over-voltage (5%) but 

calculated the value of the coefficients separately for each over

voltage to allow for the effect of the 'change in F/P. In 
o 

agreement with the work of D. K. Davies he found that the 

collision induced radiation process (5~a) and the positive ion 

process (~) were able to account for the current growth at low 
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FIG. 16. IONIZATION COEFFICIENTS CAI~ 1 ''I" 't~ AND r AS 

FUNCTIONS OF E~. FOR SLVER ELECTPODES fN HELIUM . 
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pressures « 30 to~) and hiGh E/po (> 10). For higher 

pressures and lower Ejp the metastable molecule process (b2/a.) 
u 0 

replt:..ced the faster pod ti ve ion process [Fig. 15, 16J. It 

was not possible to distinguish the possible ,effect of moiecular 

helium ions since the drift velocities of the He+ and He; ions 

are not sufficiently different. The values of the coefficients 

°1 a., "6 and "1/ a. obtainod by Grlffi ths (Fig. 16) are considerably 

lower than those obtained by D~ K. Davies (Figs. 13, ~). 

3.7. APPLICATION OF THEORY II FOR KEASUREMENTS IN 1r:EON 

A similar study of the temporal growth of current in a 

neon discharge using silver and gold electrodes has been made- . 

by R. D. Davies and F. Llewellyn Jones (1965). A gap 

distance' of .4 cm was used, the pressure range extended up to' 
. . -1 

50 torr. Forma ti ve time lags of the :order of 10 sec. at ov'er-

voltages below 1% were reported. These could be explained by a 

combination of positive ion action at the cathode and secondary 

emission resulting from delayed radiation from the destruction 

of neon metastable atoms at two body collisions. No evidence 

was found for a metastable molecular prooess. 



3.8. CONCLUSIONS 

The experimental and theoretical work described in this 

chapter indicates that Davidson's theories for current growth 

should be applicable to the analysis of formative time lag 

measurements in low pressure ~€on. It appears unlikely that 

the emission of electrons from the cathode by metastable neon 

atoms is an important seconda~ ionization process, because of 

the high cross sections that have been observed for destruction 

of metastable states in the gas. The radiation resulting from 

these destructions is more likely to provide significant electron 

emission from the cathode. The time constant of the current 

growth for slightly overvolted gap will then depend on 'the life 

time of the metastable states rather than on their diffusion 

co effici ent. 

The formative time lag measurements in low pressure neon 

by R.D.Davieshave only come to light since completion of the 

present work and in fact are not yet available in published form. 

However, they do enable a comparison to be made with the results 

which will be described in chapters V and VI. 
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'CHAPTER IV 

4.1. INTRODUCTIO:f 
. 

The cietermin.')tion of seconclrlry. ion~!'l.tion coefricient~ 

in the neon Townsend bronkc1ovm by the f'o;rmative time la.g method 

req~ires ve~y high eas purity. If any impurity is present the 

Penning effect rr.ay operate, for exa.mple, if any argon impur~ty 

is present the cross section for ionization of an argon'atom 

by a neon metastable atom is high. Penning showed that a few 

parts per million of argon could have a large effect on the 

ionization coefficients. Thus, if a neon gas pressure of 10 torr 

is to be used for form~tive time lag measurements, the partial 

pressure of impurities should be less than 10-5 torr. In the 

design of a system to meet these requirements it must be 

remembered that a vacuum system which is not continuously pumped 

will release gaseous impurities even t~ough it ba.s been ca.refully 

outgassed. For example, vlater vapour will be slowly rele."lsed by 

glass walls. No leaks can be tolera.ted in a closed system since 

argon from the air will diffuse in through ve~ small holes. 

Argon may even diffuse in through regions of ve~ thin or badly 

annealed glass. 

The molybdenum getters used for pumping are a potential 

source of hydrogen, meth:me and argon. Gases may also be 

released during the course of the experiment by ion or electron 
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~ccaU5e of these consi~or~tions zroat c~re was taken to 

to r;.O<lSL~re tl1e neon pressure ['ne n short lel1i:;tt of '::;:;,:18S (;~(;ins 

leacing to the g:.;.s reservoir. Tte sys"con V;[J,S eQuippod '::i tl;. 8. 

catn.phoresis oisch::-.Y'C0 t1.:.oe to ro::-ove g.<>.S801..:.S i:::~n:ritics fro:r. 

'l'tG V[~CU1.:.::1 cystc:,.!. shown in Fj,g. 17, vm.s m,"J.inly 

co::;structerl of' boro-r. ilic,,,- ts ?jr€,x ZlQ~;:'. A.ll metal bakeable 

va,lves were used in the r.i.::h v~{c'J.un part of t1:e syster:: to avoid 

introducinc Grease or oil. Valve 1 vw.s used to' close off' 

cys tern from t1:o pumps. Valves 2 and. 3 v. ere used to contro:' the 

int:::'oduction of tl),e test gas into the system fron the eas reservo::':::' • 

. Tl:ese taps were a source of' considerable trouble throuchout the 

research pror;rar.;mc. A leak developed in a wGlo..ed joint, several 

glass-to-Dctal sea.ls fai1ed during ba:dn,s because of faulty 

annealing, and the t~ps frequently failed to clcse co~pletely. 

The use of thrce taps in a glazs systcm rr~Qe it necess~ry to use 

lonG lengths of .~JI diar..eter glass tubinebetween the taps to 

, allovl for differences in ther::,.al expansion. This seriously limited 

tr.8 conductance of t1:e sys.te::J. and the effective pu:nping speed. of' 

the system was t1:eref'ore low. 



The syster:: was eV:lCu.~ tee.. by n, t':rc-staee rotary backinG 

connected throu3h Cl. P ° wc.. 'Ccr vo.pour trap to a. class tv:o-
2 5 

stD'Ge raercury cirfus ion rur::.:::::. T-.'10 liquid ni troCen traps in series 

'Nore used to :prevent mercury f'Y'Or:1 enterinc tl-.i;: SystO::-l. ..:c '.',as 

four..d tInt one trop Vin.S not suff'icicnt. r\'o prccQ.utio:ls wore 

taken to ?revent oil from. t~c rotary pUr.-,p fro;n entcrin,s tl':e system. 
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into the systcra espGcia.lly ';':he~ t11c pu:np is operatir.c at it '3 

ultir:.'1.te prGssurc. 'l'~-'lis oil contaminntion can result in t1:e 

forrr ... 'l. tion of insula tine polywer films O~ electrode surf-aces. rr~~e 

oil is not effectively trapped. by the tray typ'e of P
2

0
5 

trap, 

nor is the liquid air tro.p ef:f'ectivc beca.use the mean free path 

of r.:olecules is too SIT.'111 at bac~ing pressure. CO:ltaminr:.ticn 

can, however, be simIJly prevented. by Dn lIin-line" trap packed 

with activated alumina. 

During evacuation :r:,ressures vre'!'G r:;8Qsured by a I::cyard.-

Al:pert ionization gauge (L:ullard IOG-12), the,pressure Qurir:c; 

baking being metlz,ured by a Penning gaugo IT,ounted just ~)elo':I the 

oven. 

Spectrally pure r..eon 'I:as used as the test gas in this 

investigation. This i'l3.S contair.ed in a 'glass bulb sealcc. to 

vacuum systel:l. Vlhen required the glls could be releasod from tee 

bulb by breaking a thin [;lass "pig's tail" vdth a glass encased 

iron slug operated by an external rr.3,gnet. UltrA-high vacuu:n 
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could. be obtained by 1..:38 0:: :~,ol:/OC.C~l'..:..":l Letters anc. t::c:: Bayard-

£lpert cauge ~sed as a p~~p. 

1'he pressure of neon in "che closed. off system o.c:.ring 

€:x~erimQntal mcasurc;.,cnts was deter:::inea by CO::lparlng it wi"ch 

tl:e pressure in a separate system by ooscrvii;S "cl:e deflection of 

n. bonm of liLht reflected fro::l Cl r..irror on the .spirr1.1 ~,1.UZO. ~'he 

pressure of tr.e auxiliary systen could be E.djusted. to eqt:al the 

pressure of neon in the closecl system, using tr.e spiral cat:ce ,-.S 

a. null indicator, F~nd measur8d with a l:19.no;..eter containin.3 

silicone 704 diffusion p~~p oil. 

T}w vacuum syste::1 v,c..s b~:d(8d for 24 hours with all three 

ba}:cable taps open. ':v'[here possible, pH,rts Cl-' t:--~c sy~te:n outsic3e 

the oven v;ere outso.ssed by hea tin.3 vd th a e::..s :.:'li-::;,-:;. '.;.'he m(~tal 

r-arts in the system were outc;assed as soon as possible after 

removal of the oven. The grid. of the ion grtuge, the r..etal 

electrodes in the experimental tube and in the cataphoresis tubes, 

ar.c.. the molybdenu:n getters, v[ere outCB:ssed .by eCidy-currc::..t heatir.c. 

The gold evaporation source used in the i'irstoxperirr,ental tube 

was outgassed by passinG a cc:.rrent t:-.rough the tunGsten cc:!:'",. 

'1'1;0 system '""as then baked for a further 24. hours, follo'i:ec:. by 

01lt;:2.SS ing of rr.eta ~ parts. After t~is treatment the system, if 

leak tight, '.':ould reach a pressure of 1'0-7 torr. 

The firing of molybde~~~ getters inevitably c~uses the 

release of some gas. Consequently the getters were fired v:i th 
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the; system still open to tl'.e cii'':'usion p~~'p. '::o.p ~I v:o.s c10:;co.. 

when the pressure feE bQclc to tl:o criginG-l level. T "' " • .l-. .Ln 8. c.:: J." lOD 

to tne action of tr-.e cotters, .further ,u::-:pinC \';·as obtaincG. by 

pt;.:::pin;:; with the B£:.yG:ro.-Alpert [';.·).\.;;e. The :.:ull.'l I'd ICG-12 g'; u::e 

used h" d a conductir:C tin oxico fil~;1 on ~chG in". ioe of tho 

e:wclope. This coulc. be coY".r.cc:tec. 2..S 8."'. ac.d.itio",.8.1 ion collectir.,:; 

surface. In practice it 'o'fas found best to pur:1P with acrid 

currer:~ of 1 ~A. A higher current trnn this tended to cause the 

relea.se of cas fror:l the Gauge. A~"tor ion pc::.lping the ultil..?te 

pressure could in some CQSCS be reduced to 5 x 10-9 torr. The 

pur:.p no.m of cxperimontal tt:be 2, l:C-O::l vi;:icl"'. r:'.ost of the useful 

r<';3 i..:l ts were obta~~ed, reac~ed 
-8 

?-.n t:1 tl.":";<;.te prosst:rG of 2 ::.: 10 

torr. '.rhe rate of pressure rise vlhen ion p1X;,;.ing ·,:as c.isconti·r.t:ei 

Xeor: 99.9;; 

Heliurn. O 1c! 
• I" 

Oxygen a·ppro::.:ir:l2.. tely 2 parts per million. 

'l'he high percentage 0: .... helium r,ado it necessary to use 

:$0;.:13 ac.dit:i onal IT.eans of pt:rif·ic;:tion. 

The require~ents of an experi:r.ental tube for the 
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FIG.18 MOVABLE GOLD EVAPORATION SOURCE 
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one electrode should be 

It '::as Y'.ccGssary 

'I"'NO experimen-:'al tubos I'fOrO constructed, both :f'r();;l 

Fyrox class and both having vt:ririblo Z/lS c3..istn,ncGs. Tub.:; 1 had 

T~ese were ~oulaod, with 

Crot:..'1d fIn. t on a griY'.clbg i';hcol, the cc-gos rounded. to avoid. 

'.rho anode 'Nas mounted so tl"eat it could be movec;. abC'ut 5 C::lS ',:it:: 

rcspoct to the cathode by means or an nttachca, gl:ss encased, 

A cold ev.:lporation source, coi1sistins of gold v;irc 

ovcr-i:ound on.[, tun.::;,tcn f'ilQ.;..cnt, Y;ilS mou:1tcd. i;1 a side "cube. 

before bein~ mountod. in tte cxpori~ental tute. It is c.::'fi'icul t 

to obtai.'1 a ll.'1ii'orm cold COVeraSe on the electrodes with a fixec. 

gale: source viithout tb~ sou:::'cc boir.g sufficiently close to tho 
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FIG.19 EXPERNENTAL TUSE I . 
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gap to disturb the field during the experimentRl measurements. 

It was hoped that this problem could be overcome using the movable 

gold source shown in Fig. 18. The filament was attached to a coil 

of 1.5 mm diameter nickel wire. This was mounted on a rail in a 

4 cm diameter glass side-arm. The source could be moved along. 

the wire with a magnet. The filament could be heated and gold 

evaporated by inducing ed~-currents in the nickel coil using an 

eddy-current heater coil. This system h/ld the advantage that the 

gold source could be outgassed inside the side arm, well away from 

the electrode surfaces. The source could then be positioned between 

the electrodes to obtain a uniform gold evaporation on to the glass 

surfaces, and retracted for experimental measurements. Unfortunate~ 

the device was not successful because there was enough evapora.tion 

of nickel from the coil. to form a conducting film on the glass. 

Currents were also induced in this film le~d1ng to. failure of the 

glass. Time did not allow further attempts but the film could be 

prevented from forming a circuit by use of a glass rod to form a 

shadow' across the film. The coil could be made of some other 

metal with a lower vapour pressure but this would require more 

complicated mo~ement arrangements. 

The construction of Tube 1 is shown in Fig. 19. The 

gold film evaporated on to the glass envelope provided a screen 

which could be earthed to prevent changes building uP. A glass 

encased iron slug was magnetically held in position during the 
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evaporntion of the gold in order to leave a window in the film 

for gap distance measurements. 

Unfortunately no satisfacto~ time lng measurements 

could be made with this, tube bec'ause the breakdown of the gap 

between the electrodes occurred in two stages. In the first stage 

the breakdown was limited to a, filllmentary discharge between the 

points on the electrodes where the tungsten pins contacted the 

gold film. This discharge was sometimes followed by complete 

breakdown, the discharge then filling the interelectrode space. 

This two stage breakdown was believed to be the result of poor 

electrical contact between the tungsten pins' and the gold film, 

perhaps resulting from the formation of a high resistance tune.sten 

oxide layer prior to evaporation. Bulk metal electrodes were 

used with Tube 2 to overcome this problem. These were made from 

die stamped 0.007" thick nickel sheet and could be outgassed by 

eddy-current heating to red heat. The electrodes were 4 ems 

diameter with rounded edges to prevent field enhancement. Tube 2 

was otherwise similar to Tube 1, having a movable anode and a 

cathode illuminated by ultra-violet light. 

The inside of the envelope was painted with colloidal 

graphite leaving a window for measurement of the gap distance. 

This screen could be earthed through a tungsten lead-throu~h to 

prevent changes building up on the envelope. .This use of colloidal 

graphite is not r~al~ desirable since the preparation contains 

orga,nic binders. Some of these may remain even after baking and 
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act as a so~ce of impurity gases, especially if bombarded by 

electrons or ions from the discharge. Other conducting paints 

such as liquid bright platinum would suffer from the same 

disadvantage. 

Tube 2 was found to ~ive consistent time lag results 
. 

nfter an initial "conditioninr;",of the elcctrode~. This 

"conditioning ll phenomenA. is possibJy due to removal of slight 

oxide layer:> from the clcctroco surfaces and. the consequent 

stnbilizl'l.tion of the work function. 

4.4. PURJ}'ICATION OF NEON DY CATAFHORESIS 

Cataphoresis, or the separation of different species of. 

gas in a low pressure D.C. discharge, was observed by Baly in 

1893 using hydrogen and. .carbon dioxid.e. The phenomenon was later 

observed w~th mixtures of rare gases and. metal vapours such as 

mAgnesium. A theory to explain this separation was developed by 

La.ngmuir (1923) and Druyvesteyn (1935). 

The concentration of the impurity is determined by 

the current o~ impurity positive ions towards the cathode and. 

diffus ion back of impurity atoms. Metal impurity A.toms are II!ore 

easily ionize,a tha~ the rare f,~s ~toms because of their lower 

ionization potential A.nd this lead.s to a, higher concentrfltion' of 

the metal impurity near the cathode of the discha.rge tube. 

Spectroscopic measurements by Penning (1934) for a mixture of 

10% mercury in neon at a pressure of 12 torr and a discharge 
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current of 30 ~\ confirmed this theory. 

Reize And Dieke (1954) used cl'ttaphoresis to sep~ra.te 

rare gn.s mixtures using a disch~ree current. of A,bout 20 mA and 

total pressures from 5 to 55 torr. The minor constituent appe~red 

to be concentrated at the cathode, whatever it's nature. Fo~ neon 

impurities in 'helium, this agrees with Dr~esteyn's theory because 

of the lower ionization P9tential of neon. For helium impurities 

in neon the mechanism appeared to be retrograde, that is, the 

constituent with the higher ionization potentinl concentrated 

at the cathode, in disagreement with the previously mentioned 

theory • 

Retrograde cataphoresis, was also observed by Kenty (1958) 

for mixtures of xenon and 'mercury, vlhere the merc~y was concentrated 
, ' 

at the anode even though the ionization potential for mercury 
, . 

Loeb (1958) has suggested that the pumping A,ction of 

electron impacts with mercur,y atoms may exceed the cataphoresis 

effect. 

However, Schme1tekopf (1964) using helium and neon 

mixtures of ~bout 1% impurity (about 10 times higher tha,n used 

by Reize and Dieke) did not find retrograde cataphoresis with 

helium impurity in neon. Spectroscopic measurement for helium 

f.l,nd neon lines indicated higher helium impurity concentration at 

the cathode, but observation", with a mass spectrometer showed that 

" 
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in fact the helium concentration was gren.test at the anode. The 

nnom,'l.lous spectroscopic observations were apparently due to the 

high degree of ionization in the cathode region. To remOve the 

helium impurities from the neon used in the present work, it 

would therefore be advantageous for the anode of the cataphoresis 

tube to be furthest away from the experimental tube. To remove 

mercury which could be present as B. result of backstreaming. from 

the pumping system, the opposite would 'be the case., H071ever, 
\ 

either helium or mercury vould be concentrA.ted in· the cataphoresis 

tube and f'l.way from the experimentA.l tube. In fact in the present 

work the cl'lthode of. the cataphoresis tube was furthest awA.Y from 

the experimental tube. 

Schmel tekopf also showed that cataphoresis improved with 

increasing pressure up to about 40 torr, above which there was 

little improvement. The separation was improved by increA.sing 

the current from 20 to 100 mA, but eventually became independent 

of current. The effectiveness of cataphoresis 'Was decreased by 

incrensing temperature, increasing tube diA.meter and decre::tsing 

length. Thus a cataphoresis tube should be as long and nA.rrow as 

practicable and should not be a.llowed to get hot. 

4.5. CONSTRUCTION OF THE CATAHfORESIS TUm:S 

Two cataphoresis tubes were constructed and sealed to 

the manifold. Only one of these waS in fact used becA.use leakage 

of neon through control taps 2 and 3 did not allow sufficient time 
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for the high current cataphoresis tube to be brou~ht into 

operation. 

The cataphoresis tube used in the experiments is shovm 

in Fig. 20. Both electrodes were cylinders of '0' nickel, 1 cm 

din~eter and 2 crns long. This electrode shape coulc be easily 

outgn.ssed by eddy-current heating. The enhanced field at· the 

edge of the cylinder ma.de the discha.rge easier to start. The 

c"lthode Vias supported by two 1 mm diameter tungsten rods passing 

through the glass. These rods were cooled externally by a heavy 

copper lead with one end in a water reservoir. The anode was 

supported by a single tungsten rod. The envelope Vias constructed 

of 4 cm diameter Pyrex glass. The distance between the electrodes 

was 25 cm. The cataphoresis tube was connected to the manifold 

by a ~II diameter tube near the anode end. 

"The second cn.taphoresis tube, which was attached to 

the manifold. but not used., was of basically similar construction 

except that the cathode consisted of a loop of 3/1 '6 11 die,meter 

copper tUbing brazed. to two"1/411 d.iameter Kovar seals, as shown 

in Fig. 21. A copper strip brazed across the tubes formed a 

loop for ed.dy-current heating. It was intended to cool this 

cathod.e by a floVl of water through the c.opper tube so that a 

high cataphoresis current could be used without overheating the 

cathod.e. 

The simple cataphoresis tube was kept running 

continuously throughout experimental measurements of formative 
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time lags. A discha.rge current of about 40 mA was obtained 

from a D.C. power supply supp~emented with H.T. batteries. 

Starting of the dischflrge Vias assisted by the use of a high 

frequency leak detector. 

4.6. 'i'm~ ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT 

At voltages near the sparking potential of the gap 

the temporal gr~Tth of current leading to Townsend breakdown 

becomes extremely sensitive to small voltage changes. For 

example, a chRnge in the over-voltage from 0.05% to 0.5% might 

change the fo~~tive time lag from 50 msec to 16 msec. For a 

sparking potential of 300 volts this corresponds to a voltage 

chRnge of less than 1.5 volts in 300. Considerably better 

voltA.ge stability thn.n this \'Iould be required to measure forml1.tive. . . 

time lags at over-voltllges of 0.5% or. less. Form'!. tive time lags 

are measured by applyinr, a step voltage to the gap. The rise 

time of the step mud be short in comparis on with the time lag 

to be measured. 'i.nis requiremcmt is less difficult to meet 

for neon than for Some other gRses, such as hydrogen, where the 

'time lags are much shorter. The formative time lag for neon 

at 5% over-voltage is about 1 msec'. A liquid mercury switch 

with a rise time of a few ~sec can therefore be used to provide 

the step voltage. The voltage output is required to be 

continuously and finely variable up to about 500 volts. It was 
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not thought desirable to use a continuously applied backing 

voltage (over-volting the gap with an additional voltage pulse) 

since this violates the initial boundary condition, used by 

Davidson, that the current in the gap be zero for t <0. 

Previous experimental work by the author (1963)' has shown thn t 

the use of a backing voltage can alter the temporal growth of 

current, particularly where an insul,'l ting layer is present on 

the cathode. The entire voltage step was therefore obtained by 

using a mercury switch and a bank of high tension batteries as 

shown in Fig. 22. The volta.ge was measured with a calibrated 

resistance divider and a potentiometer. The curren~ flowing 

through the gap after breakdown was limited by a. 1 MO resistor 

in series. The current rise in the ga.p at breakdown was observed 

by displ~ing the voltage drop across this resistor on a 

Textronic 545A oscilloscope. Quickly changing currents less than 

1 ~ could be easily observed by this method, the time constant 

of the circuit being of the order of 1 ~sec. A current of 

5 x 10-7 Amps was normally used as the criterion for breakdown. 

This value was. not particularly critical .because of the fast rise 

of the current above this value. 

The measurements of formative time lag as a function of 

over-voltage obtained from the experimental tubes 1 and 2 will 

be described in the following chapter. 
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CH.APrER V. 

E.XPElID1ENT AL RESULTS 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

No reliable formative time lag results were obtained with 

Tube 1. ~ome of thecre~nary results are included to shOW' the. 

effect of cataphoresis •. The results used in the calculations 

described in Chapter VI were obtaine~ witll 'lUbe . 2. Some of the 

later results obtained were thought to be slightly unreliable as a . . 

resul t of the apparent release of some im~ ty gas, oa.used by the 

failure of a merctn"'Y switch. 

5.2. EXPERruENTAL PROCEDURE WITH TUBE 1. 

After the system had been evacuated, baked and outgEl'Sed, 

the bakable tap 1 was olosed to seal the manifold from the pumping' 

system. The gold film was then evaporated on to the glass eleotrodes. 

After final pumping with the Bayard Alpert ga.uge, the neon control 

taps 2 and 3 were closed and the neon reservoir opened by breakirig 

the glass 'pig's tail'. The gas was then let into the system in . . 
small quantities by operating taps 2 and 3. For low neon pressUre 

it was found that breakdown in the experimental tube gave a diffuse 

glow filling the whole tube. The sparking potential increased if 

the electrode gap was reduced so that breakdown Was occurring to the 

left of the minimum of the Pa8chen curve (V 8 8a 8 function of Po ~ 

where Vs ia the sparking potential, Po the pre8sure reduoed to oOe 



FIG.23 TYPICAL CURRENT GROWTH CHARACTERISTIC!» FOR TUBE I. 
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and d the gap distance). The pressure was increased until break-

down occurred to the right of the Paschen curve minimum. 

The. cathode was illuminated ~ a high pressure mercur,y 

l~~p giving a high output in the ultra-violet region. This lamp 

was originally operated from a 2kV A:C. supply. However it was 

found that this caused 50 cycle modulation of the current flowing 

through the experimental tube because of modulation of the initial 

photo-current Io. This problem was avoided by running the lamp from 

a 500 volt D.C. supPly using a 60 watt +ight bulb in series aa a 

ballast resistor. 

Wi th t\lbe lit was found that the ourrent growth occurred 

. in two distinot stages. The current first rose to a limited value, 

the magni\ude of which depended on the voltage. In the event of the 

vol tage being suffioient this first stage was followed ~ oomplete 

breakdown, the current being unlimited by the gap. Two examples 

of the growth of current with time are shown in Fig. 23. During the 

first stage of breakdown a tilamentar,y rieon discharge was visible 

between the points an the eleotrodes where the tlmgsten rods contacted 

the gold films. The effect was probably due to a poor eleotrioal 

oonnection between the tungsten and. the gold film. 

5.3. EXPERlMENTAL MEASUREMENTS WITH roBE , 1. 

~ formative time lag experiments it is neoessary to 

oompromise between making a large number of observations of the time· 



lag to improve accuracy, and completing all the measurements tor 

several values ot overvoltage betore the pressure or temperature 

ot the gas has had time to change. The interval between successive 

applications ot the voltage can sometimes aftect the breakdown. 

For example, it the interval is too short, some ot the active' 

particles trom the previous breakdown may still be present. It 

charged particles from. the discharge can reach an insulating surface 

near the discharge the surface may remain charged for some time after, 

the discharge has ceased. This is not likely to be serious in the 

tubes used, since exposed glass surfaces have been kept well away 

from the discharge region. The absence of this eftect was demonst'rated 

by the fact that the formative time lag and sparking potential were , 

not seriously affected by variation of the interval between sucoessive 

brea.kdowrn 

The procedure adopt~d was to measure 10 sucoessive time 

lags for a given overvoltage with a standard interval of 10 seoonds 

between each application of the voltage. The applied voltage was 

measured before and after each set of time lags. 'The sparking 

potential was measured by applying the voltage to the gap at 10 

second intervals, reduoing the voltage very slightly between eaoh 

application. The lowest voltage for which the gap would just break 

down was then measured. The sparking potential Was measured between 

eaoh set ot tormative time lag measurements, ainoe a small variation 



FIG. 24 
TH~ EFFECT OF CATAPHa:tESIS ON FORMATIVE LAG FOR TUBE I. 
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FIG.25 THE EFFECT OF CATAPHORESIS ON SPARkiNG POTENTIAL TUBE I. 
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in the sparking potential could result in a large error in over-

voltage. Formative time lags were measured for a number of over-

voltages between 0 and 5%. The neon pressure was measured on the 

oil manometer of the auxiliar,y system using the spiral gauge to 

indicate equalit,y of pressu~e between the two systems. 

o 

This pressure 

was reduced to a temperature of 0 C. 

A D.C. discharge of 44 mA in the cataphoresis tube caused 

a reduction in the fonnative time lag, as shown in Fig. 24. However, 

all or pu-t of this effeot could have been due to a rise of about 2% 

in the pressure when the cataphoresis disoharge was running. The 

sparking potential inoreased slowly after starting the cataphoresis 

discharge, reaching a steaqy value after about 1 hour. This change 

was reversible and reproduoible, falling back to the o~iginal value 

about 1 hour after the cataphoresis disoharge had been switched off. 

This effect is shown in Fig. 25. 

The reversible ch;" nee in sparking potential appeared to be 

slower than the pressure chan3e. However the pressure ohange was 

difficult to follow because of the lack of sensitivity of the spiral 

gauge system. In the later work with tube 2, with a more sensitive 

spiral gauge system, the,pressure ohange oould be followed more . 

accurately and it was fOWld that the ohs nge in sparking potential: 

resul ting from the operation of the cataphoresis discharge was 

accounted for by the corresponding chan'ge in pressure. 



No attempt was made to apply, Davidson' s theory to the results 

from Tube 1 because of the complex fom of the current growth observed 

at the breakdown of the gap. 

5.4. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE wur TUB? 2. 

The results finally used in calculations of secondary 

ionization coefficients using Davidson's theory were obtained with 

the second experimental tube with nickel electrodes. After the final 

pump down of the ultra-high vacuum system the 'pig's taU' of the neon 

,reservoir was broken and neon let into,the system, using the bakable 

taps 2 and 3. Unfortunately neither of these taps would close 

completely. This Was the result of a series,of vacuum system 

failures during the baking process caused by faulty metal-to-glass 

seals on these taps. The seating of the taps had been damaged by 

small glass fragments and by oxidation. The failure of these taps 

to close completely resulted in a continuous rise in the neon pressure. 

This rise was slow enough to enable formative time lag measurements 

to be made, but did not allow the consistency of results at a given 

pressure to be checked, nor did it allow time for the water cooled 

, cathode cataphoresis tube to be brought into operation. For this 

reason the measurements of secondary ionization ooeffioients aa 

,'functions of E/Po' d, and, Po' whioh are given in Chapter VI, are 

somewha't limited. 



FIG.26 THE EFFECT OF CATAPHORESIS ON SPARKING POTENTIAL FOR TUBE 2. 
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FIG. 28 
PASCHEN CURVE SHOWING THE EFFECT OF CATAPHORESIS. 
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5.5. THE EFFECT OF CATAPHORESIS WITH TUBE 2 

As observed with tube 1, the cataphoresis discharge caused 

an inorease in the sparking potential of tube 2 (measured in the 

way described for tube 1). Fig.26 shows the increase in tho 

sparking potential after starting the cataphoresis discharge. The 

change was reversible, falling back to the original value after 

switching off the cataphoresis. The results shown were obtained 

with a gap of .456 an. between the eleotrodes. The neon 'pressu~e 

88. 

corrected to OOC was initially 47.68 torr'rising to ~ equilibrium 

value of 49.67 with a oataphoresis ourrent of 50 mA., The cataphoresis 

tube was kept 0001 by a sinall fan. The oorresponding pressure 

changes could be ·followed with the improved spiral. gauge system. 

Fig. 27 shows the inorease in pressure after switohing on the 

oataphoresis discharge. The pressure reached equilibrium after 

30 to 45 seconds. The sparking potential values as a function of 

P d are shown in Fig. 28 with and without the aotion of a cataphoresis o . 

disoharge. All the V values fall on the same curve within the s 

limit s of experimental error. Thus the apI8rent ohange in V 8 when 

the cataphoresis discharge is switched on is completely accounted for 

by the change in pressure of the system. 

The effect of the oataphoresis disoharge on the temporal 

growth of ourrent was investigated by measuring the formative time 

lag as a function of flV the overvoltage, with and without cataphoresis. 
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A period of at least half an hour was allowed for the gas composition 

in the system to reach equilibrium in each case. Fig. 29 shows the 

measured fonnative time lags with and without cataphoresis with reduced 

pressures of 24e08 and 23.72 torr respectively end a gap distance of 

.448 cm. The cataphoresis current was 34 mA. There is no'detectable 

difference between the two curves. The difference in Ea! Po for the 

two curves is small enough to be neglected, so that for these 

experimental conditions the breakdown of the gap is unaffected by 

the operation of the cataphoresis discharge. Thus the gas was 

sufficiently pure without cataphoresis or the cataphoresis discharge 

was ineffective in removing impurities. , 

5.6. FOliMATlVE TnfE LK'z RESULTS OBTAJNED WITH 'l'UBE 2. 

Formative time lags were measured as a function of the 

overvoltage 6. Vfu for a given 7alue of pressure and gap distanoe.' The 

fonnative time lag was taken as the time required for the current in 

the gap to rise to a value of 5 x 10-7 Amp. . An initial current of 

electrons from the cathode was induced by continuous illumination of 

the cathode surface with ultra-violet radiation which entered the 

tube through a quartz window. Five fonuative time lags were 

measured for each value of overvoltage, with a standard interval 

of 10 seoonds between eaoh application of the voltage. The brealc:-

down vcl tage V was measured between each set of time !ag measurements. s 
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FIG. 33 
FORMATIVE TIME LAGS IN NEON 
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FIG. 34 
FORMATIVE TIME LAGS IN NEON 
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• FIG. 35 

FORMATIVE TIME LAGS IN NEON. 
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FIG. 36 
FORMATIVE TIME LAGS IN NEON 
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FIG. 37 
FORMATIVE TIME LAGS IN NEON 
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FIG.38 70r 1l FORMATIVE TIME LAGS IN NEON. 
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The consistency of the time lags for a given overvoltage was checked 

over a period of about 30 minutes. A check over a longer period of 

time was not possible, because of the continuous slow rise in neon 
.. 

pressure resulting from the imperfect closure of taps 2 and 3. 

All measurements of fonnati ve time lag were made with the cataphores~s 

discharge in operation. Curves of formative time leg as a function 

of the percentage overvoltage were obtained for pressures from 18.4 
I . . ~ ~ 

to 59 torr and Est Po values from 15.34 to 31.89 volt cm torr .' 

(Expressed in tenns of E/N, the field per unit gas density in moleo~es 

3 . -16 -16 -1 3) 
per cm , this is the range 4.35 x 10 to 9.00 x 10 vol t an cm • 

The electrode se para tion used varied between .128 and. .635 cm. 

These curves are shown in Pigs. 29-38. 'Por a typical curve the 

coefficient of variation was approximately 2% at an overvoltage of 

.~. For overvoltage above 1% the coeffic~ent of variation fell to 

below .5%. The data for Figs. 29-38 is included in Table 4 in 

Chapter VI. The experimental results shown in Figs. 37 and 38 are 

considered less reliable because of the possibility of gas con-

tamination. Any interpretation of secondary ionization coefficients 

based on these curves must therefore be considered less certain. 

Despite this, the experimental results cover a sufficient range of 

Po' Eslpo and d tor broad interpretation to be possible •. The analysis 

and interpretation of the results is given in the tinal chapter. 



CHl\I--T3:R VI 

DETEElnN.ATlm OF SECC!mL'qY lOO'IZATICW COE.r"'7ICIEfTS 
u~IKG DAVIDSCX'S TIfEORY 

6.1. TI\TRODu~TION 

91. 

The theories developed by Luvidson, which have been described 

in Chapter Ill, enable the fornutive time lag to be calculated as a 

function of the overvoltage ass~uing various seconda~ ionization 

processes. The simple theo~y assumes that electrons ~~y be emitted 

from the cathode by ions or undelayed photons. Theory I is an 

extension of this, allowing ru.so for the emission of electrons from 

the cathode by metastable atoms. This assumes thnt destruction of 

m0tastable atoms in the gas is necligible. Theor-j' 11 allows for 

destr'u.ction of metastable atoms in the gas ..... lith the consequent arrival 

of delayed photons at the cathode. These theories are used in turn 

to calculate theoretical fonnative time lag curves. Comparison with 

the eA-peri:nental curves enables possible processes to bo eliminated 

and the important secondary ionization coefficients to be estirr~ted. 

6.2. THE SnlPL'E THEORY FOR POSITIVE IOXS ANi) PHOTONS 

AA attempt was made to calculate theoretical formn.tive 

time lag curves, which a.greed with the eA-pcrimental ones, a.ssuming 

that the only significant secondary ionization processes were 



tee e~ssion of scconeary electrons from the cat~cde by photons 

and posi ti ve ions formed in the discharge. . The theoretical curves 

were calculated using Davidson's approXimate solution given in 

Chapter III(page 40). Using the data. for the results shown in 

Fig. 32 the longest possible formn.tive time lags were calculated 

by assuming that only the slower positive ion process was operative, 

using the method of solution given on page 41. The time required 

for the current to reach a value of 5 x 10-7 Amp with an overvoltage 

of 1% was calculated. This time was ~ound to be 7.5 x .10-:-6 seconds 

which was still about 100 times faster than the experimental time 

92. 

.1ag. It was therefore concluded that some other, slower, ionization 

process was required to explain the experimental results. 

6. 3. DA VIDSCN' S THEORY I AJ.J.A):!J::\G FOR EMISSION OF ELECTRCNS FROM 
THE CATHODE BY lvlli'TAST.A..'3LE ATOr.1S 

Using Davidson's simple theory, for the positive ion and 

photon processes, it. was possible to solve the equations for ~ fairly 

easily by trial and error. In the more complicated case where the 

emission of electrons by metastable atoms is considered, this would 

become an unduly tedious process. The programme outlined below 

were therefore written to obtain th~ solution using an IBM 1620 

computer. 
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The solution o~ e~uation 29 (Chapter III page 49 ) ~or 

). could in theory be obtained by an automatic programme which would 

adjust the value of ). until a sufficiently accurate solution had 

been obtained. In practice there were some di~ficulties in 

using such a programlte because it was found that for certain 

values o~ the imput data a non-trivial solution ~or ). did not 

exist (as will be seen later). It was ~ound more convenient to 

find). graphically ~rom values of F().) as a function o~ ). calculated 

by the computer. In the ~ollowing prograr.unes some of the symbols. 

have been changed from those used in chapter III to ltake the 

progra~e acceptable in Fortran Computer Language. The 

corresponding symbols are listed belo~. 

A(I) 

G(J) 

E(J) 

T 

F 

B 

X 

D 

-

-
-

-

,~ primary ionization coefficient. 

(f + SI ~ po si ti ve ion and photon secondary 

r 

F 

d 

ionization coefficients taken together. 

c/~ secondary ionization coefficient for 

= 

= 



The secondary ionization coefficients for the positive ion and 

'undelayed photon processes are taken together in G(J) since both 

these processes are so much faster than the £/~ process for 

metastable atoms that they calli~ot be distinguished by the ar~lysis. 

The primary ionization coefficient A(I) is subsc~lpted 

with the variable I so that the calculations can be perfomed for 

several values of A corresponding to different values of over-

voltage by means of a "DO" loop. The I values 1, 2, 3, 4 

correspond to overvoltages of .5, 1, 1.5, ~%. 'The subscript J 

applied to the ionization coefficients G and E enables the 

calculations to be perforhled for four choices of the coefficients 

satisfying the relation: 

GU/~ :; G(J) + E(J). 

The relationship between X ( :; G("A.)) and B (,:; "A.) is obtained by 

first putting B = A(I) and then decreasing B in small steps since 

it is known that the req,uired non-trivial solution for which X :; 0 

lies in the range 0 < B < A(I). 

The input data req,uired for proeramme (la) is as follows: 

4 values of A corresponding to 4 overvoltages. 

4 choices of G and E. 

D the gap distance. 

94. 



X AS A FUNCTION CF B FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF (I,J) 
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Fortran Programme lea) 

Dn:mrSION 1..(4) ,G(4) ,:E(4) 

ACCEPT TAPE l,A,D,G,E 

1 FOID/AT (L:.F10.4) 

DO 2CJ :: 1,4 

DO 13J: :: 1,4-

T = E(J)'~A(I)':o~ 2 .*D~· (E..'{P:t(A(I )~'n )-1. )/(EXPF(A(I )*D) -A(I )*D-1.) 

F :: 1.-G(J)*(EXPF(A(I)*n)-L) 

PRIKT 8,T ,A ,F 

8 FOR:.:AT (3FIO.4-) 

B = A(I) 

95. 

9 X :: (A(I) -B)'~ «A(I )+B)*F+T)/EXPF( 2. *B*D )+2 .*T*13:~EXPF( (A(I) -B)*D) 

- (A(I)+B)*«A(I)-B)*F+T) 

PlU:;~ 11 ,X ,'3,I ,J 

11 FORliAT (2FlC.1;.; 2I 2) 

1F(X)12,12,13 
12 13 :: B-O.4-

GO TO 9 

13 PRI~~ 11, X, B, I, J 

20 PRINT 21, I, J 

21 FOm.IA.T (2I2) 

ET\1) 

This programme calculates X as a function of 13 for 16 

different conaitions. The value of B for which X :: 0 Can then 

be found graphically giving the value of A.. which is req,uired for 

calculation of the formative time lag •. Some typical curves of 

X as a function of Bare shovm in Figs. 39 - 42. The values 

of the subscript I and J are indicated on the curves. Figs. 39~;2 
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are the results of calculations for tl-;.e experimental conditions 

of the formative time lag curve shown in Fig. 36 for a pressure 

of 32.2 torr. It can be seen that as J is increased, increasing 

the ratio G/E, the curves cut the X = ° axis at increasingly 

shallow angles and for the case J = 4, there was only a solution 

for the first three I values (the three lowest overvoltages). 

It is difficult to see any physical reason v.hich would 

account for this lack of solution at the high overvoltage (2%). 

Having deter:nined graphically the value of B to give 

x = 0, the corresponding forwative time lag was calculated using 

a second progra~~e. This corresponds to equation 26 (Chapter II, 

page 49 ), writing 

Q for , TF for t the forillative time lag 

DM for D the diffusion coefficient of the metastable 

atoms. 



DI~~rSlON 1..(4), B(4,4), F(4,4), T(4,4) 

ACCEPT T.APE 1,A,B,F,T,D,Q,m.r 

1 FOIDrAT (7F10.4) 

DO 20 1 = 1,4 

DO 18 J = 1,4 

97. 

P = 2 .*B(r ,J)~cF(r ,J) -T(I ,J) -2 .~cT(r ,J)~c (B(I,J)*D-l.)':'EXPF( (A(r) 

- B(l, J)) '~D) -EXPF( -2. *1(1 ,J) ~cD)* (2 .*F(r ,J )*D* (A(r )*~' 2.-B 

(I ,J)** 2 .)+2 .*D;~T(l ,J)* (1..(l)-B(I,J) )+2.~~B(I ,J)\~F(l ,J)+T(l,J)) 

R = (Q~cB(l ,J)*p)/( (2.* (B(l ,J)**2.-A(r)**2.))* (l.-EXPF( -2 .*B(I ,J)*D))) 

TF = LOGF(R)/B(l,J),~;;c2.*Dlr.) 

18 PRINT 19,1,J,P,Q,R,TF 

19 Fom.:AT ( 2l 2 ,4FIO. 5) 

20 PRINT 21,l,J 

21 FOW.AT (2l2) 

mm 

The evaluation of the expression P is the deterillination of 

oG . 
(~) (equat~on 27). R is an intermediary used to simplify the 

uZ", 

calculations. 

The value of the neon metastable diffusion coefficient 

D11! used initially was calculated from ~:olnar's data. (1.:o1nar 1953). 

+ 2 -1 3 He gave m/I as 120 - 10 cm sec for the P2 metastable atoms at 

a pressure of 1 torr. rt was assumed that.mr. varied inversely 

with pressure. Dixon and Grant (1957) showed. that the 3p.., and tha ... 
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FIG .... 
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETIC.AL FORMATIVE TIME LAGS FOR %., l", AND '~ PROCESSES. 
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3p metastable ato~s had the same diflusion coefficient at low 
o 

2 -1 pressures, namely 170 co sec at 1 torr. The vc:.lue of DM 

us ed for the conditions of the e).-perirr,ental results shO\m in 

2 -1 Pig. 36 for a pressure of 32.2 torr was 4 cm sec • 

The ratio of the breakdown current to the extern8.11y 

induced current Q was taken as 300. In fact the c:J.lculated 

formative time lag was not a sensitive ~unction of Q. Pigs. 43 

and 44 show theoretical formative time lag curves calculated for 

98. 

the conditions of experimental curve shown in Fig. 32. The curves 

shoVln are the ones vlhere closest agreer:tent betvleen c:,:perir::e::.tal 

and calculated foffia ti ve time lags vras obtained. T~r..e ~r.:llysis 

showed that a reasonable fit betw'een experic.ental and. theoretical 

curves could only be obtained usir.g larger values for the difru3ion 

coefficient. The results are suwnarised in Table 3. 
"i. a. c-t Fig. 45 shows these results expressed as a graph of ~l;" I;; 

against DM. From Molnar's data the diffusion coefficient should 

2 -1 be -!;- 6 cm sec at this pressure. For the lOVlest valt.:cs of 

. DM the solutions of the ec;.uation X(B) = 0 were incomplete. For 

Dli!= 5.5 the analysis only gave a solution at .5~~ ovcrvoltace ;::'0 

that only one point was obtained on the theoretic8.l fo~~tive time 

lag curve. This cannot be regard.ed as a fit yri th the c).-pcrimcnbl 

results. Sioilar calculations for the results shown in Fie. 36 

for a preSSure of 32.2 torr led to a similar conclusion. 



Fig.43 

Fig. 44 

TABLE 3 

\ G _ ~+ s/o q 
J \ 4)7fo - cv; a.-" 

L_, _~. , .. ' l, '.~~, __ ,,"'_ ,,"" .... _._ ... , _ .. _"'''_' 
I I 
I 1 75 

I 2 50 

3 25 

15 

1 30 

2 10 

3 5 

.. "'.~' .. ' __ •• '."." .. .,'r., •••• ~ ••• _ ... :_.~ ___ , 

, i 

25 j 105 I 
j 11 

50 \ 72 
l 

75 1 24.11-

1 
85 l 19 

70 

90 

95 

40.8 

11.3 

5.5 

It was concluded that Davidson's theo~J for the c~se 

where secondary electrons are emitted from the cathode by ions, 

undelayed photons or metastable atoms cannot account for the 

breakdown of the gap over a ranee of overvol tage except for a 

99.' 

value of diffusion coef:"icient vrhich is ouch too high. In other 

words the diffusion of neon metas t3.ble a tOr:lS is too slow to account 

for the growth of the current. The more approximate theory used 

by },:cClore, for the same secondary ionization proce.3s in neon, 

also failed to describe the results satisfactorily (I1cClu.re 1962). 
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6.4. DAVIDSOlJ'S TE30::lY r:i: ALSO',',flr;G FOR DESTRuCTION OF },'ETASTABI"E 
A'.nOl,:8 AT C OLLI81 O-;,:-S V,'ITH GAS Ar20i;:S 

Davidson's theory 11 for the temporal growth of current 

includes emission of secondary electrons from the cathode by 

delayed photons released from the destruction of metastable states 

at collisions with neutral gas atoms. This theory has alrea9-Y 

been described in chapter Ill. The detailed application to the 

practical case of the Townsend breakc.o'Nn in neon will be given here. 

Some of the variables used in equations 47-53 of chapter 

III have to be changed to suit the Fortran computer pro0ra~e. 

The corresponding variables are eiven be+ow: 

A(I) p::-i::ary ionization coeffici en t. 

D d electrode separatio~ 

DT(I,J) , bl ; ° th ° ° to wnere ~ ~s e ~or~za ~on 

coefficient for the delayed 

radiation process. 

p(J) ionization coefficient for the 

positive ion process. 

T(K) -Cl the mean lifetime in seconds of the 

metastable states. 

u - w the electron drift velocity 

V - w+ the po si ti ve ion drift velocity 

R -
i_~ 

10 

TF t the formative time lag. 
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B -
ad 

(e - 1) 

Q - p the solution of ~(p) = 0 

Fl - F'(p) the first difi'erential with respect to p 

of F(~) evalu~tei at the solution p of F(P) = 0 

C, G, and H are ir.te~ediate expre3sicr.s used. to si~~lify the 

pro grarnLle. The expressions 

i) 

/,1 = a. - ----. '+' Vl 
(50) 

and (51) 

c&n be simplified if p is small compared with Vl_ and w 

1 1 1 
(- - -- + --) Fortur"ately, tn all practical cases examined the w-V[ w· 

+ 
",olu tion of F(p) = 0 was such that these approximations were 

justified. This made the solution of F(p) = 0 ve~J much simpler 

since an explicit expression for p could be written as follows. 

If P «VI and p < < W 

then 41 = a. 

/J = a. 
r 

+ ~ J and F(p) = 1 - (ea.d. _ 1) \ 61 1 

La. (1+p-Cl ) (55) 

If F(p) = 0 
<5'1 r ea.d - 1 l a.- ,-/ _" - 1 

then p = 
L1-0(e,-"v..-1) 

-Cl 
(56) 
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The calculation of the forillative tiillel~g, for a given choice 
(" 

of the seconda~J ior~zation coefficients 
01 \~ I a. and U &r .. d for a 

given a. value corresponding to the value of the overvoltage, is 

then merely a matter of evaluating a nu~ber of complicated 

expressions. 

Fortr~n ProgrQ~me 2 

DI1.1El\rSION A(4) ,DT(4,4), P(4), T(3) 

ACCEPT TAPE 1, (A(I),I = 1,4) 

ACCEPT TAPE 1,((DT(I,J),J = 1,4), I = 1,4) 

ACCEPT TAPE 1,(P(J),J = 1,4) 

ACCEVl TAPE 2,(T(K),K = 1,3) 

ACCEPT TAPE 3,D 

ACCEPT TAPE 4,U,V,R 

FOreLAT (4FIO.5) 

FOPJr.AT OF9.0) 

FO}U,:'~T (FIO.5) 

FOm:AT (3F9.0) 

DO 20 I = 1,4 

DO 18 J = 1,4 

DO 16 K = 1,3 

B = :C;U'F(A(I)*D) - 1. 

Q = ((DT(I,J)*B)/(A(I)*(l.-P(J)*B))-l.)/T(K) 

C = DT(I,J)/(U*A(I)**2.*(1.+Q*T(K))) 
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G = U~'<A(I)~'T(K) ~'B+ (1.+Q~'T(X) ),:< ((A(I)*D-1. )*EXPF(A(I)"~D )+1.) 

H = A(I)~'P(J)* ((A(I)*D-l. )~'EYJ>F(A(I)~'D )+,1.)/ (V*' (A(I)~"~c2.)) 

Fl = C*G+H 

16 PRI~~ 17,Q,C,G,H,Fl,TF,I,J,K 

17 FOm:A.T (3E:t.4- • 8/3E:t.4- • S 31 2 ) 

18 C ONTTh'1JE 

20 C O?TTI:W:S 
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This programme used 3 subscripts and 3 DO loops. The subscript 

I deterreines the value of 0, correcponCing to one of four values of 
~ 

overvoltage. The subscript J corresponc..s to the choice of 0
1/0, 

. &'1 
and '?1 such that! CL + -? = C'-l' 0,. -3( =p) is then determined by 

J and. DT C=£}) by I and J ~ogether. The third subscript K 

enables the calculations to be repeated for three values of the 

mean metastable lifetime 1: 1 • 

The Variation of TF Ylith T 

T~e effect of s~all variations of the metastable 

lifetine on the formative time lag could be observed by using 

the approximate relationship between TF and T given below 

Q Dc 1 
T 

CO( 1 
l+QT 



FIG.46 TI-EORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL FORMATIVE TIME LAGS 
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But QT is independent of T all.G. t::erefore C is independent of T. 

The variation of G 1':ith ':' is r:J.a.inly detem.ined by the firat teru 

so tha t G CC T • This is confirwed by the fact that G values 

calculated for different values of T follow the relationship 

r" .1.1 
= T to a geod approximation. 

2 

H is independent of T so that Fle< T. The product R)~Q':'Fl is 

independent of T. 
LOe',:? (R):'Q~'Fl) 

TF = Q - is therefore C<. T to a 

cood approxi~ation. This relationship could be used to adjust 

the value of T to give a better fit between theoretical and. 

c)~erimcntal curves of formative time lag TF against overvoltage. 

The analysis \73.S applied to 17 experimental curves of 

forwative tiDe lag against overvoltage (Figs. 29-38). In most 

rough fit "l7aS founCl. fir.3 t by using choic es 0:: the ratio 

covering a viide range (for example 100%, 75?~, 50% and 

The progra;nme was then re-run covering a narroVJer r&nge 

a more precise fit. ~ach progra~e used 4 choices of 

, ani 3 choices of T giving 12 formative tine lag curves 

cov0ring 4 values of overvoltage (.5%, 1%, 1.5% and 2%). Fig. 46 

zhows a typical plot of experirr.ental and theoretical tirr.e lag 

re:mlts. These are for the experimental re.3ults of Fig. 31 

with a gap distance of .54 Or:l, reduced pressure p of 21.04 torr, 
o 

/ -1 -1 and. EvPo at sparking o~ 24.64 volt Cr:l torr • Only the 4 

close3t th.eoretical curves are included. 
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The metastable lifeti~e, calculated fro~ Gr~~~'3 

( ) ~ -4 . relationship Grant 1951 , yrs.s 8., x 10 S8~C:-.:..> :-. -.; t:·.is pressura. 
~ .:. , 

The theoretical formative tiGe lag curve for 
1\." 

agrees vri th the experi:wer.tal curve v:i thin the 

experimental error. The f01.:.r 

adjus ted using the approxiLla te proporti onali ty b ct-,'U_Cl ?l<' ar.d T 

to give an exact fit between tr.J theoretical C-.!:d C:·:-:J c-r-l::-.(\:: tJ.l -,-

curves at .5% over{oltage. ~te 
..... t'"'!.. -f 

'"'tf" relation bet-;recn z:- (1 ~,) 

and T is shovm in Fie. 47. For lifcti::c 

seconds this curve show3 a val1.:.G for 

shorter lifeti~e a higher value v:oulc: be obt::ir.ci. 

For all the 17 cas es exacined it \;as :;'"'01.:.r.d. J.:.h:::.. t th c 

ag:ceement between the ex:?crincntal and. theoretical curves \';a;) 

adequate in vie"t{ of the expcrinental accuracy, the accuracy of 

do. to. used in the calcula tior.s, and approxiI:1a tions involved. in the 

theory. The results ef the analysis are sUF.~arised. in Table 4. 



a 
I I ; ! , \.§ 
I r ' 'io.'?,. 

V ~ / a -0 1 • 'cl 
s is! Po I Po '~'Jja. ·loP.' t{ 

I I I·v l~ v 

i " I 
• : ' i I ,I ': -16 

30 .635118.40 :'274 :23.)-14 i11.68 :20 .011 i 80 ! .042 : .053 '6.60xlO 
31' .54 :21.04 :280 24.64111.36 27 .013: 73 ;,: .035 .048 6.69 11 

i I 'I 
33 :.635 :24.13 :309 '20.17 ;15.32 ':5 .007: 85' .041 '.048 5.38 11 

i I ' ' i ', " 
34~.635i26.90;319 :18.7°117.0833,.017: 67', .035 '.0525.30 

'j. 34 i .448 :26.82 ;269 :22.35112.02 :2J.- .013 ~ 79 ~ .049 '.062 :6.30 " 
: : ' , I :25 -::'17 !-75-.047 

35: .635 :29 .25 :~9..5 \17.14 118.57 ;27 .Oll;. : 73 ! .039 .053 4.85 11 

, ; , i ' " , , 11 

~ \ 35 .44S ,29.37 ;280 ;21.28113.16 :29-' .017 : 71; .0~2 , .059 '5.95 
1 " i'! 1 '35 ,-.021 :-65 I -.033 
t ' ~ , ! 1 I : 

\
29'.448,24.08'264:24.47\10.7923 .013: 77: ·.OLrl .. ".057 :7.05 " 

~~ .6~5 j2.13i~47 ;17.01 \20.40 42 ; .021: 58, .030; .0514.82 " 
! 30 .507,31.90 '527.5118.10 :13.09 39' .021 " 61, .032 ~ .053 '5.40 If 
I ,:, i " tI 

136 .Jr-Lr832.2 12!J3.7 120.51114.43 23 : .012 • 77 r .041 : .053 5.80 

,32 .Ji48 :21. J+5 ;255 ;26.5419.61 26 i .015 ; 74: .042 ' .057 ; 7.50 " 
-'I i 37 .J+651.27: 374 1 5.86

1

:23•58 55-: .026; 45: .021) .046 '4.1;.8 11 

: 1 I' , 62 -.029-38;-:)18; 

'!- 38.J-t1+6 '58.98 ilP35 ,15.34126.30 (0-; .025; 40~ .017 ' .042 ; 4.35 11 

, ' I I 7j (-.031 !-25 ,: -.011 ; 
'., ":,...i !t" I 1_ . .-;: ., 11 

37 .... 28 51.572D;> :31.89 10.60 ,+0 I .0,)) i 60 .052: .037 i 9.00 

37" .23{51.39
i
269 !22.18 \12.13 40 ; .025: 60 .038' .064 '6.25 11 

38'.215 58.70'280 b2.19:12.S2 35 i .020 65(' .036: .056; 6.26 11 
, I ; 
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The last colurnn of Table 4 shows the values of EjN 

2 volt cm where Es is the electric field. at,the sparkins potential 

(volt cm-1) and N is the gas density in molecules cm-3• This 

parameter is now commonly used in place of EglPo (Hux1ey et al. 

1966). 
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The last five results of Table 4 were considered slightly 

less reliable because of the possibility of contamination of the 

neon as discussed in the previous chapter. 

For the four results marked with an asterisk a reasonable 

fit between experimental and calculated time lag curves could be 
Sl 

obtained over the range of values of. I a. and ~ shown. This is 

because the calculated. fgpl1ative time lag is not always a sensit.ive 
.~ 

function of the ratio ~ and is an intrinsic weakness of 

the method. 

6.5. THE VALUE OF THE PRn~Y IONIZATION COEFFICIENT USED IN THE 
CALCULATIONS 

The value of the primary ionization coefficient a. is often 

a sensitive function of the purity of the·gas. The effect is 

particularly important for neon where the introduction of a small 

impurity of argon leads to an increase in the value of a. because 

the Penning effect. can then operate. In the study of the breakdown 

of helium by D. K. Davies and Griffiths a. measurements were made 

o 
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in the same sample of ease This obviously desirable procedure 
. 

did not prove possible in the present investieation because of the 

continuous rise in neon pressure which occurred. 

t:.s~3.. were ta~en fro:n data by Chr.:.nin an.rl Ror% (1563). ':"nese results 

were obt3.ined usinG Gold electrodes with guard rings, the cathode 

be:'ns illu::ninated with ultra-violet light through small perforations 

in the anode. The neon purl ty was gO,od, the system being equipped 

with a liquid nitrogen cooled trap, bakable valves and a cataphoresis 

discharge running at 50 mA. Fig. 48 shows ~p as a' function of o 

These results agreed surprisingly well with results obtained 

much earlier under more primi tivecondi tions by Tovmsend and 

McCallum (1928) and lVlui toff' and Penning (1937). Measurements by 

F1etcher (1963) made with a system using grease taps for ~p values 
o 

greater than 30 gave lower values of ~p than those of Chanin and. o 

Rork. 

Recent work by'Lucas (1965 1 and 2) has shown that a values 

calculated from the prebreakdown current may be in error as a result 

of the loss of electrons by diffusion where large e1ect~ode gaps 

are used. Calculation for the case of helium have shown that the 

error in the a value obtained is significant for low values of 

~p '(up to about 40 V cm-l torr-l ). o In some cases the a value 

obtained was larger than the true value by a factor of 4. 

Unfortunately complete analysis to give the correct a value requires 

a lmowledge of the secondary ionization proceSSes und.er the conditions 
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of the a mca~urcmcnt3. The effect of the error for the case of 

work of Lucas stresses the danger of using incorrect n v~lues 

in formative time lag calculations. The error involved in the 

calculated time lag TF is all the more serious since the calculation 

involves the function B = end - 1. 

6.6. THE DRIFT VELOCITY OF EIjECTRO!'-TS IN NEON 

The values of electron drift velocity in neon ~sed in the 

calcula tions are shOi'ffi in Fig. 49 as a function of F/p. This 
o 

graph has been extrapolated to higher ~Po from data by Bradbury 

and Nielson (1936·1,2) and Nie1son (1936) assuming that the drift 

velocity becomes proportional to F/p for the F/p region where o 0 

inelastic coll::.dons become significant. (Von Engel 1955 page 106). 

It was seen froD Programme 2 that. provided p « w_ (or Q «U in 

Fortran notation) and the approximation 4' = a can be made the 

electron drift velocity appears only in the expression Fl the 

derivative oOf F(p). Fl = C*G + H where CO( ~. J and G 0< 'U since 

the first term of G is much larger than the second term. Thus 

C*G is approximately independent of U so that FI is not sensitive 

to small change in U • In practice it was found that a change of 

an order of mavri tude in the U value used resulted in a changEB in 

the theoretical formative time lag which was well within the limits 
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of accuracy of t~c an~lysis. T~e extra?olated values of U used 

in the calculations Y:ero t:.erefore of adeQuate accura.cy. 

6.7. T:-~ DPJFr VRLOCr",'T c,] PCSIII'::V:Z IONS IN ~-:-EOlf 

The values of the drift velocity of neon positive ions 

t:,sed. in the calculatio!"",:; Hcre -:8.:-:8n i'roD data by Hor:n:~ecl( (1951). 

Fig. 50 5110\,:s the drift Velocity of a singly chs.:'lged neon ion as 

a ~~nction of ~p • 
o 

':'ne valt:e 0:'"' Yl (or V) used in Progra~"TIe 2 

is related to the ion and. electron c.rift velocities by t~l.e fornula: 

1 
w + 

1 
w + 

1 
w 

+ 

Since vr «W _, 'If is mainly deterrr:ined by the positive ion c.rift 
+ 

velocity vr • 
+ 

In practice it was found th3.t t:le c3.1culated ., 

forillative time lags, and the ratio 
Cil/a, 
-;-v.; a, 

:"'I.L • ., '\.... 
Qe~erw~ne8. ~y curve 

fi ttin8, were not signi::'icantly affected by order of Il:3.Cr.i tude 

chanced in U, V or R. 

The values of mean oetastable neon lifetime -Cl or T, 

used in the calculations were obtained. by usinG Grant's cn:.,?irical 

for.c:ula [Grant 1951J 

1 
1:'1 

= 
'1) 
.U 

+ 
n 

CD 
"'0 

(57) 
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where B ;:; 66 

c ;:; 135 

n = .7 Po is the rE:c.uced pressure in torr. 

The first teru depends on the geo~et~J of the systcs, ~nd bcco~e3 

significant at low :pressures. Tabel 5 shows the r.:;lativG 

i::r:.portance of the tvTO terns o:C tile t-,IO c:-.d.s of the pressure ranGe 

used.. ?he effect of the g2o~etrical tern is very s~~ll. 

T.A.5LTI 5 

1 
FRESStJRE 

20 torr 
-1, 

9.3 x 10 "sec 

50 torr 4.32 x 10-4-3ec 

., 

.L 
---~. 

B/p + Cp" o 0 

i 

8.9 X 10-430c \ 

-4 I 4-.83 x 10 soc: 

!\~ost of the prese::lt experi:nental rGsults wcre o"':Jt::linod 

wi th an electrode gap. of about .5 Cill in a tube 01' dia::netcr 6 cm. 

The lifetimes measured. by Crant were for a lonGer tu":)e (150 cr::) 

so that the geometrical term used in e~uation (57) may be an 

underestimate for the present wod::. 

A similar formula for(;l has been dcscribc~ Jy Phclpz 

and. }[olnar (1953) ~ 



1 

"'1 

:'0 
= pef-2 + kp 

112. 

+ o 

The first term is ag~in a geometrical term. 'D is the diff'us:i,on 
o 

coefficient for the metastable atoms at a pressure of 1 torr. 

A is the ,diffusion length given by 

1 = R (5) 

where L i3 the length and R the radius of a cylindrical chamber. 

The second term Ap of the expression f.or_~ accounts for 
o ~l 

destruction of the metastable atoms in the gas by two body processes. 

A is the frequency of- destruction at two b,ody collisions determined 

-1 -1, 0 
by Phelps and Molnar as 50 sec torr at 300 K. The third term 

accounts for destruction at three body collisions. The destruction 
- 0 

frequency B was shovm by Phelps-to be zero at 300 K and only 

important at lower temperatures. 

The diffusion length of the appa~atus used for the· 

present work was 1/ 6 cm for a gap of _.5 cm between the electrodes. 

2 -1 For D of 150 cm sec the geometrical term could then be evaluated 
o 

as a function of pressure. Table 6 below shows the relative 

importance of the two terms over the range of pressure used. 
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i 
1 

\ 
P:!38SlJIB 1 

" D ..:-:...,J 

\ 

·0 0 An -2 + 
Po ·0 

I 
r 
i 

lO-3 SeC 
_I, 

I 20 tor~ 1 7.9 x 10 """sec I x 
I 

\ 50 torr ll- x 10-43ec 3.8 x 10-4s8c 
I 

The;} e results ShOVI th:::. t the geo4'letrical efOfect on -Cl 

is prob~bly 1arccr than it aypea~s from Grant's formula because 

of the loncer diffusion length used by Grant. Fig. (51) shovrs 

"'cl'le mctast""ble lifetirr.e ~, or s: a", a function of pre3.:;ure calculated 

by using Grant! s for..::rclla, ana. also the values obtained by Pl:elps' 

ar.d }.Toln3.r's formula. The latte:.~ values are sliz;..1.tly lower but 

the difference is not serio'-'.s. The e:A,]?eril1',ental varia:t::"on of' 
oS 

-{C" .A - l" asainst T shovm i:1 Fig. 4-7 for a typical set of results, 
• (~~ CL P 

r-

ShOH3 th:lt the value Of~/CL would not be seriously affec.ted by a 

small Gscrc?&ncy in T in view of the other inaccuracies of the 

method. },:casurements of -r1 by Dixon e.nd Grant (1957) over a 

rather restricted pressure r~nge indicated that the l::":etimes of 
7 z, 

the "P2 ;;mi ,.IPo uetastable states coincirie and t:1e trro types of' 

aton both have the same dif~~3ion coefficient. Thus the analysis 

used in the Fesent vlOrk doe3 not enable the ,two netastable states 

to be distinG~ished. 
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In section 6.3 the secon5.:':':"J e::::":35ioY'. fron the cJ.j~hode c:...le to 

values sl': .. orm in ':'ab1e (6) :;:"ve Sone indication of the reason for 

t:::is f'ailure si:'1ce even at "c::-~e 107:8:";-;; pressure a considerable 

m:r::~er of the netastable ate::.s are destrOyed 'Jy t~i'O bod.y collisions 

in the gas a:-.I.d ,,,-ill never r&.:::.o:1. t:1.8 co.. tr.ode. 

. Fig. 52 ShO'o'[;3 the secondary ionization coefi'icier..ts Ye" 
The lo..st 5 results for ",'1:1ich the 

gc.s ~/.lrity was sl:'Z;ht1y c.oc:.bt:'u,l c:..re inclicated. on the graphs. 

D8cause of the intrinsic inaccuracy of the ~ethod previously 

oentior..ed and the possibility of a:1 ir..appropriate a. vu-lue having 

been u3ed the :;1/ e, and ~/' curves are r..ot 0:: high accc:rc..cy, Gut they 

c..o provide an estinate of H.e v:;..:'L:e of the seconClary coefficients 

ai:.d show general trends. 

Por the E /-0 :..~anye fror:l 17 to 27 there is no c1e3-r 
S - 0 ~ 

~/r< evide:'1ce for any varia tio:" of / '-" vri th [;J.? distance 

.215 c::. to .635. T:'e sli~ltly less reliable results indico..te a 

furJchc.:r d.J. -~c.. r:ould be rcc.::..:irc:cl "co confirw this. 

CQCfl-'icients S 1/ a, ani~) o"';)-.;::lined fro.::.:i. the a::.::.lysis r;hoYl a v;ricll3r 
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scatter because of inaccuracies introduced in the calculations. 

For low E/Po there is a fall in 'cl and a rise in &'J./a. for 

decreasing E/Po. (The if values include 'secondary emission 

resulting from undelayed photohs (S/a.) since the two processes are 

not distinguishable.) The results for ~Va. obtained by D.K. Davies 

for helium showed a similar ris e in d' J./ a. at low :r:,:/ p as shown in 
. 0 

Fig. J..4. .At high E/Po (above 27) ~J./a. ~ses faster than6with 

increasing E Ip • 
S 0 

However further evidence would be required to 

confirm this since the. apparent rise depends on only one experimental 

point where the gas could have been contaminated and where a very 

small gap distance (.125 cm) was used. The increase in &1/a. 

could be due to a geometrical effect, since with the smaller.:gap 

distance a larger fraction of the radiation from the decayed metastable 

atoms would arrive at the cathode. 

Graph 53 shows the sparking potential measurements 

obtained during the formative time lag experiments plotted as a 

raschen curve against p d. 
o There is no serious deviation from 

paschen's low for the range of gap distances used with the exception 

of the smallest gap used, so that geometrical effects wer.e not serious. 

The result for the smallest gap distance falls below the extrapolated 

curve for the rest of the results. This lower V value could be 
s 

accounted for by the high d1/a. coefficient described above. The 

sparking potential values from McClure's work with molybdenum diso 
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electrodes fall well below the curve. This could be due to a 

lower cathode work function, contamination of the neon or non-

uniform field near the edge of his electrodes. 

The predominance of the ~1/a. process at low E/po 

shown on Fig. 52 is not the result of a geometrical effect, 

since it is still true of results for a single gap distance. 

Fig. 54 shows the variation of t' and '01/a. wi th p for a gap 
o 

distance of .448 cm. The results for gaps of .46 and .446 cm 

are also included. For pressures below 46 torr the'( process 

predominates, but above 46 torr the S1/a. process becomes more 

important. This may be partly due to the fact that the life-

116. 

time of the metastable sta tea decreases with increasing pressure 

so that less metastable atoms diffuse out of the gap before 

collision with a neutral atom releases a photon. 

The 'r values obtained in the present work are 

considerably lower than values of ~i' the secondary electron 

yield per incident ion, measured by Hagstrum (1954) using mono-

energetic ions on atomically clean tungsten (Fig. 55). Hagstrum's 

measurements, using ion beams in vacuum, are not susceptible to 

errors due to the operation of the Penning effect and may be 

con3idered as reliable since they are in agreement with more recent 

work by Rakhimov and Dzhurakulov (1964). In the present wort::, 

the operation of the Penning effect was considered as a possible 

reason for the discrepancy. Contaminated neon would have a lower 

sparking potential than' pure neon (Penning 1929). Unfortunately 

no sparking potential measurements for high purity neon are 
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In addition to this effect, Penning showed that contaminated. 

neon would have higher a values than pure neon. The a. effect 

is larger and would therefore cause a reduction in uJ/ a. calculated 

f'rom w/a = 
1 

ad. 1 • e -
However, if a values are not measured. in the 

experiment and values for pure neon are used instead (as in the 

present work), any unsuspected Penning ef'r"'ect would result in an 

increase in the calculated value of U?/a and would not therefore 

account f'or the difference between the t coefficient of the present 

work and Hagstrum' s '!: values. 
~ 

This difference could only be 

accounted for if the a values used were obtained under Penning 

effect conditions and applied to the case of pure neon. This is 

thouGht to be unlikely since the a me~surements of Chanin and. Rork 

were obtained under good experimental conditions. 

A similar difference arises between the helium 0 values 

of Griffi ths and. Hagstrum's measurements of r. f'or helium, although 
~ 

the f values of D.K. Davies are consistent with Hagstrum's data. 

The data of Grif'fiths' experiment shows slightly higher sparking 

potentials than those of' D .K. Davies for Er/po values of about 

25 volt cm-l torr-l f'or similar experimental conditions. Griffiths 

also measured higher a values than D.K. Davies. These two f'actors 

would give a lower value 1).)/ a and lead. to a lower value of r for 

Griffi ths' work. If the helium purity for Griffi ths' experiment 

was inferior to that of D. K. Davies, as suggested by Griff'iths, 

this would. lead to higher a values, but on the other hand. V would. 
8 

be lower. Thus the Penning eff'ect is not sufficient to explain 

. these results. The low W/a and. t' values obtained by Griffiths 

may be the result of a high cathode work function or possibly 
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gas sample (a low w/~ value resulting from the use of an a 

value which is too high). 
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The .~. values of Hagstrum and Rakhimov and Dzhurakulov 
J. 

were measured for atomically clean tungsten and molybdenum 

respectively. Both workers observed that 0:; decren.sed as the 
J. 

surface became contaminated. Under conditions of a Townsend 

discharge the cathode surface may be contaminated and the 

possibility of an oxide layer cannot be ruled out. In the 

present work in neon using a nickel cathode, an oxide layer, 

once formed, would not be removed by the electrode outgassing 

technic;,ues used. Such a layer could increase the work function 

by more than 2 eV (Farnsworth 1958) and would have a t' coefficient 

considerably lower than that for a clean nickel surface. This 

is the most likely explanation of the low '4 values obtained in the 

present work. 

Grnph 56 shows the experimental formative time lags 

plotted as a function of ~p for 4 different overvoltages for o 

a gap of .448 cm. These curves show a rise in the formative 

time lag at lo~ EVpo and at hi&~ E!po' The helium results of 

D.K. Davies showed a peak at 10l'r EJpo. The rise of formative 

time lag for decreasing ~p and increasing pressure for low o 

E/p and high pressure is difficult to explain qualitatively since 

the life-time of the metastable state decreases with increasing 



pressure leac.ir.g to a decrease in the delay of the trappe,l 

cnerr:;y in reaching the cathode. 

6.10. THE EFFECT OF ~'ETASTABLE T<7EON KOL BCULES 

The work of Griffiths in helium, which has been 

described in Chapter III, showed that the temporal growth of 

current at the Tovmsend breakdown for pressures above 30 torr 

I 
-1 -1 

and E Po below 10 volt cm torr could be explained by a 

combination of three seconda~ processes. These were emission 

of electrons from the cathode by (a) ions, (b) delayed photons 

from heliun metastable atoms destroyed by two-body collisons, 

and (0) delayed photons from the destruction of diatomic 

metastable molecules. These metastable molecules were believed 

to be formed by three-body collisons involving two ground state 

atoms. Phelps (1960) also showed that the action of these 

metastable molecules could account for the current growth in 

helium for low values of the growth constant and. pressures of 

more than 100 torr. 
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Despite these considerations the use of Davidson's 

analysis has sho'm that for an. ::::./p 0 range froI:l 15 to 32 volt 

-1 -1 F/ -16 2) cm torr (or X· range from 4.3 to 9.0 x 10 volt cm and 

a pressure ranGe froI:l 18 to 59 torr, the initial stage of the 

neon Townsend discharge can be successfully explained by assuming 

that the secondary ionization processes predomina tine are the () 

and &l/o. processes. The S"l/o. proces's involves the destruction of 

atomic neon metastable states by two body collisions with gas atoms, 

the resulting photon causing secondary electron ~ission from the 

cathode. The coeffici~nt Sl/o. has the value .015 t .005 electrons 

per primary ionizing collision in the gas, and is approximately 

independent of E~Po over the range 18 to 27 volt cm-l torr-l • 

~l/o. rises for E~Po below 18, and for E~po below 16 the ~l/o. 

process provide3 most of the secondary ionization. 

The secondary ionization coefficient }?, for emission of 

electrons from the cathode by positive ions, has the value .040 ! 

.005 approximately independent of E~Po over the range 18 to.27 

volt cm-ltorr-l • For E~Po below 18 the value of ~ falls. For 

E~Po above 16 the ~ process provides most of the secondary 

ionization. The value of «includes any ionization resulting 

fro:n the action of undelayed photons at the cc-~tl:ode (§/o. process). 

The '2. values measured by Ragstrum (1954) and Rak.1.imov and 
~ 

Dzhurakulov (1961~) for mono-energetic neon ions on clean tungsten 

and ~olybaenum are considerably higher than the 6 values for a nickel 

cathode obtained in the present work. This is thought to be due to 

a hi~1 cathode work function caused by the formation of an oxide layer. 
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6.u-. SUGGESTIONS POR FlJRTI--3R f.'ORK 

In any ~~rther measurements of formative time lags it 

would be an advantage to improve the conductance of the pumping 

system. This Vlould give a shorter pump down time, a better 

ultimate pressure and less contamination of the test gas. Effective 

closure of the valves in the system is of course most important 

since this makes it possible to check the reproducibility of the 

results at a given prc3sure. This was not possible in the present 

work. Good pressure stability would also make it possible to 

measure the primary ionizat~on coefficient in the same sample of 

gas as used for forwative time lag measurements. This could be 

done with the type of experimental tube used. in the present work. 

Such a measurements would greatly improve the accuracy of the 

calculated secondary ior~zation coefficients. 

It would be useful to extend the range of the ffieasurements 

particularly to hiGher pressures (above 60 torr) to ascertain whether 

a diatomic metastable molecular process needs to be considered.. 

:further work at lower pressure « 20 torr) using small gaps «.1 cm), 

where the destruction of metastable states in the gas will be reduced, 

may enable the emission of electron from the cathod.e by incid.ent 

metastable atoms to be observed. There is now sufficient data 

available for the formative time lag analysis to be used. for argon. 

Some of the sources of argon d.ata have been mentioned 'in Chapter II. 



In'for.native tine lag e:A"Periments where impurities are 

likely to have an important effect considerable weight is added to 

the conclusions if proof of gas purity can be obtained. The 

effectiveness of cataphoresis purification could also be directly 

detemined. Unfortunately the addition of a mass spectrometer 

to the system Vlould res,uire the complication of a differentially 

pumped system to reduce the pros sure of the test gas to a level at 

wl:ich a mass spectrometer, such as an omegatron, could be used. 

126. 

It is clear from the results of the present wor~, and the 

work in helium by D. K. Davies and Griffi ths, that the state of the 

cathode surface has an important effect on the secondary ionization 

coefficients operating at the cathode. It is therefore important 

to be able to measure the Vlork function of the cathode surface 

under the conditions of the experiment. This could be done by 

the Kelvin vibrating electrode nethod provided that the practical 

difficulties of incorporating this in an already complicated tube 

can be overcome. (See for example Llewellyn Jones and Davies 1951.) 

To obtain stable work functions electrodes should preferably be of a 

noble metal and be outgassed at a high temperature. Alternatively, 

noble metal films put d071U in high vacuum could be used provided 

that the difficulties, experienced with such electrodes in the 

present work, can be avoided. 
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